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areas where the sinks or, showers
Hilltop Staff Writ8r
were broken; (4) one unsanitary
microwave serves all the 561 resi·
De t erio rating conditions at dents of Meridian; and (5) the
Meridian Hill dormitory caused resi- emergency security telephones
dents to establish a committee dedicat- - located on the floors do not work.
ed to secu ring definite plans for renoDuring the tape's presentation,
vation from Howard University offi- both students and administrators
cials, especially University President laughed; however. the co-m'ical
Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer who met with mood later turned grim.
the group on Tuesday night.
''President Jenifer appeared to
At the 1neeting which was held at be Shocked at the conditions that he
Meridian, Jenit'er, Dr. Steve Favors, saw," Baker said. '' He said that he
vice president of Student Affairs and 'will send a crew headed by Pinkard,
Dr. Curtis Bryan, special assistant to who is the director of physical
the president for administration were facilities management, to do a floor
presented '" with a videotape and a list by floor assessment of the ent ire
outlining the stude nts' complaints.
donnitory in order to begin repairs
A committee headed by Keisha as soon as poss1'ble.
photo by Ayoka Campbell
'
Baker. president of the Meridian Hill
"Our most immediate needs are Students in Meridian watch video pointing out the flaws they find famlllar.
Dorin Council, 1net Monday night to the installation of microwaves,
are willing to give the university 30
''Rev. Mendenhall has a rye sense
compi le the li st and produce the locks on the showers and the fencing day s to work on it; otherwise, we of humor, but I fee l this was just his \.
videotape. The concerns included on in of our courtyard. Favors promised might have to see k outside help."
way of Jetting residents know that the
the list and \'ideotape were the follow- to get us the materials for the fence if
The students' desire to organize University is aware of the proble'ms in
ing: ( l) the s~owers, especially those we supplied the manpower to build was prompted by a memo Rev. John Meridian and is working on them, but
located on the 6th and 7th floors, have it,'' Baker said. ''So, there will be a Mendenhall , director of Meridian Hill, we need the residents to work with us
not been repaired even though both group of Meridian residents building sent to all Meridian Hill dorm resi- so that they don't become worse,"
have caved in ; (2) on (>ne of the male the fence as soon as we receive the dents . In the memo Mendenhall said Keene said.
•
hallway s. residents must walk past materials. President Jenifer wants a ''it may not be all that your home is,
''The University is working as fast
seven showers before reaching one copy of the tape to show to ~e Boatd and your present room may not be as possible. Over the summer we
that works;· (3) the new soap and of Trustees. We want to see the suitable for ''FIDO'', but this is home spent more than ·$5000 to overhaul the
paper towel dispensers were placed in improvements immediately, but we for now. We are aware that most of elevators. We Jet students know ,that
you do not have air conditioning units; Meridian is not an air conditioned
it was the University's decision to building as air conditioning units
remove them. Most of you do not have broken and they have not been
have shades or workable shades up to replaced. There are a few rooms left
your \vindows. they were on ord!!r to with them. What Meridian needs is a
be replaced. Many of the showers are major overhau l of the heating and air
out of order and need replacing. These conditioning system much like the
are 011ly a few of the conditions of renovation of Cook Hall," Keene
which \."le are aware and are trying to said.
get someone from the University to
''It will require major money and as
attend to these problems."
soon as the University has found the
Willian'P'V. Keene. dean of resiphoto by Ayoka Campbell
dence life. defended Mendenhall's
See, MERIDIAN, page A9
position .
President Jenifer and other officials realize the dorm's flaws.
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Guyanese students at Howard University expressed
mixed emotions at the change of government following
the defeat o f President Desmond Hoyte and his
People 's National Congress (PNC) at the elections
polls on Monday.
Dr. C heddi Jagan, political leader of the People's
Progre ss ive Party-Civic (PPPC), was ushered into
pow e r as the 11ew president of the Co-operative
Republic of Guyana amidst election tension and violence.
''Racial tension will build regarding jobs, opportunities and the way the economy is handled ... but because
of the economic situation peopJe were looking for a
change," sai d June Polydore, first-year medical student.
For Simone Sumner, a freshman medical technology major, the in-coming PPPC had been in opposition
too long and are not organized. ''.I don't think it is
going to be easy for them running the country."
A dentist, Jagan was in the parliamentary opposition
for more than 28 years, the time v.:hich the incumbent
PNC was in office.
According to the results of Monday's national elections, Jagan 's pro-socialist party aniassed about 63 per1

Sports
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-Burr to host big names in R&B
By Jennifer Golson

Hilltop Staff Writer
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Quote of the week
"When you're a black wom~n.
you selilom get to do what
you just want to do; you
always do what you have to

do.''
-Dorothy L. Height

cent of the votes, with the PNC trailing l>y 30 percent.
The minority party, the Working People's Alliance
•
(WPA), received about 2 percent. Therefore, the PPPC
will fonn the next government. According to the official voters' list, 384,000 people were registered which
was 85,000 more people than in the controversial 1985
General Elections.
On-the-spot Barbadian journalist Albert Branford
described the situation in Guyana as ''very tense," following two days of rioting and looting in the capital of
Georgetown, in which two people were killed and 297
were arrested. A number of government buildings
have been damaged in the attacks, including the police
headquariers in Georgetown.
The ravaged stores were owned mainly by Indians,
a reflection of the racial polarization of the country,
Branford said. The blacks, who are second largest eth-

•
See, GHANA, page A9
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In what is expected lo be the
''fattest, livest, concert Ho\1.'ard
Univer s ity has eve r seen,"
Mary J . Bli ge, Rex in Eft'ect.
Gangstar, Pete Ro ck & C.L.
Smooth
and
Howa rd 's
own ... Shai are expected to let
everyone kn o\V ''\vhat's ·the
411."
''For the first time in years,
everyone will be able to go to
one concert," sa id Steffanie
Carr, Hon1ecoming chairperson
who has the stage set for Burr
Gymnasium.

•

shows. according to Carr.
The aforementioned performe rs were confirmed thi s
week with the announcement
released today to various fonns
of print and electronic media .
But Carr sai d they had been
tryi11g to sign these groups for
weeks \vorking with John Ray
Pre se nt s, a black promotions

firm .

"If 1 had my choice, I would
have booked them over the
summer," she said. But in May
and June. it was a matter. .of
who was available. where lhey
would be doing concerts - if

See, CONCERT, page A9

Seating 3,300, "l can hold
more in one· show in Burr than
I can in Cramton Auditorium ,"
which hold s 2, 700 in two Mary J. Biige Is one of the five acts being featured equally.

Hardbodies coming to Homecoming
-·

''body '' is a criteria for all of
the candidates, the all female
panel is also looking for a combination of brains, coordination
and crowd appeal which will
all figure into the final decision .
''I was very pleased that the
appli cants had intelligence. We
are looking for a var'iety of
guys to repreSent the beauty
and brains of the black n,iap ,"
said Hassana Q. Shaw, coor4inator for Kasino Night.
The revue will start with. an
introductiog of the men dressed
in suits. · During the opening,
they will talk about their
secrets to success and cite
favorite quotes.

By Keisha Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

. Homecoming '92 has a hot
new edition included in its fall

line up that · will literally
required men to take \t off, but

not all off.
The Male, Sexy Body
Revue will take place during
Kasino Night and will be hosted by Chris Thomas, the mayor
of Rap City. The revue will
feature racy male strippers.
AuditiOns were held Oct. 5
and second auditions will take

place in Arm~ur ) . Blackbum

University Center's reading
rOOm at 5 p.m. thru 7 p.m. on
Oct. 14. Auditions are open to
all interested men .
Eveµ though having a

"I would enjoy this type of
show. Some people might call

it exploitaiion, but what goes
around comes around," said
Myisha Driver, a sophomore.
Each man will then proceed
to re-enter wearing a costume
such as that of a doctor, lawyer
or businessman. Then, they
will begin to strip down to their
briefs to the accompanying
music.
I
So far, feelings towards the
revue have been positive.
''I wouldn't do this, but I
know at least five guys who
would. If the women could do
1
it, why can't these guys. I
don't see anything wrong with
it," said Dwayne Ham, a senior.
The Horoecoming
Committee said that the}· think
students will be receptive to the
revue .
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Revision of handbook remains ·unsettled
By E~kllQrovett
Hll~op

strongly, and with overwhelming
disapproval, against the administration's proposals to curtail
tenure rights by subjecting all
tenure to elimination on the
basis of program change ,··
•University Senate Chairman Dr.
Robert Cummings said.
''The use of the criterio11 of
program elimination would put
at risk academic freedom and the
academic rights of the faculty
members who hav e already
achieved tenure at Howard,'' he

Staff Writer

Members- of the University
Senate are once again at odds
with the administration over the
revisions to the faculty handbook.

In a meeting held on
September I0, the faculty overwhelmingly voted (193-34) to
maintain tenure as it currently
exists. Tenured faculty may
only be tenninated for financial
urgency and for specific causes.
However, the admjni~ation
is in favor of termination of fac·Ulty by reason of program reorganization or elim'ination.
''The faculty have reacted

added.
According to President
Frankl~n G . Jenifer, the administratio~ is attempting to adopt
program change and eli n1ination
into the terminati on of te11ur~

Community Day
to build
bridges
,
By Kamp PovAll'S
Hilltop Staff Writer
•

Monday lhrough Friday soKlents
can be found chillin' on ''the Yanl."
SO<re of ti=! talk to friends. while other.; read before class. Then. 1here are
those sructenrs who frequent "the yanr·
just to be nosey. Yet. tomorrow students will be found chillin' on ''the
Yard'' with members of neighboring
communities.
f
In effort to increase stucte.lt pal1icipation and create an annosphere in which
srudents will get to know member.; of
local commuriities and other students,
the Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) decided to change
the location of the annual festival.
Terri Wade, the a&<istmt director for
the Community Outreach program
said, ''Usually we have a parade but
' to last
because of the poor response
year's parade, we didn't think it was
feasible for this year's Communiry
Day. We'rehoklingitonthemainyard
on the """ day as the football game so
'

Community Day will showcase varioUs perl'o111a:;is and speakers.
It will also feature activities that will
enable Universiry students to interact

I

However, Cummings asserted
that the AAUP bases its policies
upon ''nonnal'' academic institutions around tfie U.S. and that
Howard should not be compared
with the national ''norm."

positively with members of the community.
·,
Among the speakers that will be
appearing .at this year's Communi1y
Day are Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer and
D.C. Councilman Frank Smilh .
Pelfonners include A.N.T. (a l'Ontemporary gospel group), To1nboy. One
Step Beyond, comedian Milch Green
and a possible guest appearance by
B.BD.'s Michael Bivins.
'We opened up Con11nunit)' Day
for any performers who wan1ed to COtltribute to this event,· ' Wade said.
The event was started in the 1970s by
University students. Commu11i1y Day
will also consist of a host of tx:iod1.s and
· venders that will provide participants
with activity i11fonnation. I11 additio11,
there will also be numerous tables set
up for children's games as well as
drawings for free prizes.
''People can appreciate the things we
offer aI Community Day. We will be
having an Al.O.S. awareness booth, as
well as many comm.,unity service organizations on hand.' Wade said.
''Even though we've had to struggle
sometimes, we always managed to
have this event,'' WOOe s.'lid 'We just
have to change our agenda occasionally
in order tp compensate."
Community Day is no1 1he only

which make up the AAUP 's down to is) whether or not the
national nonn, Howard does not students' money is taken seriprovide anything near compara-. ously."
hie .supports, resources and beneJenifer asserts that every
fits and, thus, fails to fit thel aca- other major academic institution
demic and/or institutional noffiis has accepted the AAUP tenure
that guide AAUP policy fo nnu - guidelines as standard and that
lations."
in every aspect of,the University,
Howard University Student the AAUP is standard. It is only
Association (HUSA) President in the case of tenured faculty
Ivan K. Hopkins believes that all where faculty members do not
decision s should be made o n . agree with the At)-UP.
behalf of the students' best inter- _
The Senate has forwarded its
est.
version of the faculty handbook
''Students shouldn't be pay- to the Board of Trustee s. The
ing tuition (or individuals who administration will also present
are no longer needed,'' Hopkins it s ve rs io n. The Board of
said asSerting that he is not tak- Trustees will determ ine Which
ing a faculty or an administrative version of the facu lty handbook r
approach.
''( What it comes will be adopted in January.

':When we look at the academic a'nd in stitutional
environ,
ments that exist. at other universi ties and compa~e ourselves, for
example in any·area, we find that
the availab le and appropriate
resources in the infrastructure as
well as personnel and financial
supports simply are incomparable generally 'al Howard ,"
Cummings said. ' .
''Therefore, when compared
with these other in stitutions

1

1

University mou1·ns1
loss of civil rightS
activist, alumna
1

1·

I

By Andrea Wiiiiams

· Hilltop Staff Writer

photo by Carl Hamilton
HUSA vol unteer we lcome Distri ct Hig h Sc hoo l students
Co1rununi ty Outreach activity that
HUSA SfX>llSOl"S.

Rob Byrd, chainnan of the
Co1nn1unity Ou1reach program and
R11Mo11ica Rice coordi nated a youth
recreat for oommuniiy children which
held al the University fiu111 Oct 2. thru
Oct. 4.
Thiny 9th grade studen~ fiurn sur-

rounding neighborhoods attended
\vorkshops which \Vere held a.t !he
Harriet Tubnlal1 QuOOrangle and Drew
H;tll donnitories. So111C of the workshops i1x:luded tips on i111provir1g one's
sclr-cstcer11 ai1d unclcr,.;ta1Kling ;:ind how
to take bencr care of the environrt1C11L

Another workshop dealt with on under-

standing·one 's sexuality.
·1 like to reach out to those particul<lf studenl~ because they' re the ones
who are at risk and disadvantaged,''
Rice said. ''A lot of tirres we sco11 to
overlook them as a middle class society. We're losing them They're our
future."
Community Day will be held from 3
p.m lo 8 p.m. on Sa1urday. Oct.IO.
F{)f infonnation regan:ling Commtmity
Day and other Community Outreach
prognuit~. i11terested prutie.~ should stop
by the HUSA office located in the
Annour J. Blockbum 1University C.entef.

Howard alumna. educator,
and civil right s activist. Dr.
Ma{y Lee Coffee, died on
September 28, of complications
due to diabCtes. She was 62.
A native of Plant City,
Florida, Dr. Coffee thrived oq
education and knowledge . She
attended Douglas High School
in Baltimore ~here she gradu1
ated at the top of her class. She
then wenl." on to earn her
Bachelor's degree at the age of
19 and later attended Howard
University where -she received
her Master's and Ph.D.
Coffee was the first black to
attend the John s Hopkin s
University School of Advanced
International Studies . She
began her extensive teachin g
career as an Educational
Officer for Liberian and
Nigerian governments . lat er
teaching at the University of
Liberia.
Jn a time when blacks and

white s were restricted from
occupying the sam~ public tenni s cou rts, Coffee took charge
.
d heav1
I ·1y against
.
and ca mpa1gne
!he seg rega ti o n of] the co urt s,
thus opening up doors for such
black tenni s great s as Arthur
Ashe . Lori McN eil an d Zina
Garrison to name a few.
Coffee was a catalyst for the
introduction of African hi story
and culture into thb curriculum
o f the Di strict 's s eco ndary
sc hools. She worked as a secondary teacher in the Social
Science Department at Cardoza
High School wherb she continued to work vi o rously to
expose all student to black history.
1

Hilltop Staff Writers

during the School of Education's
first student' council meeting ,' Dr.
Mary Hoover, the new dean of the
School of Education, appealed to stu•

dents, faculty and staff to unite to
save the school.
According to H.oover•. there is a
great possibility that '(he School of
Education will suffer the fate of the
former School of Human Ecology if it
doesn' t raise $1.5 million or increase

its student enrollment by 150.
Although the School of Education
remaih s open and is still acceptin_B
students, many of its programs are
•
being threatened by mandates estab·
lished in President Franklyn Jenifer 's

Howard 2000 restructuring plan.

/

Howard 2000 mandated that starting in 1992 ''future students should no
' longer be able to major in education
at the undergraduate level, but should
instead major in an appropriate liberal
arts discipline such as Englis h,
History, or Mathematics.''
Other recommendations for the
School of Education include eliminating the undergraduate degree in
teacher education and designing a
plan to submit to the Board for a oneyear 1m~ter's

program for liberal arts

graduates.
The result was ''in place of the ele-

mentary education degree. the Board
of Trustees approved a recom111end;1tion that, effective Aug. I, 1992, the
College of Arts and Scie11ces a11d the
School of Education would be a11thorized to offer a comb ined five year
elementary teacher certificati o11 program granting a bachelor's degree in
arts and sciences and a maste r' s of
education in elementary education'' as
stated in ''Undergraduate Ele111entary
Education at How ard'' published by
Dr. Delores Di cke rson, director of
Teacher Education of th e School of
Education.
While the School of Educat ion is
s till admitting stud e nt s into th e
Department of Human Development
as well as the Teacher Certifi cati on
program, many of the stude11ts pursuing degrees rel ated to ed ucati on as
well as teach e r ce rtifi ca tion are
enrolled in th e School of Art s and
•
Sciences.
· These Iecommendations and pl.".ns
for ' reorganiz ati on se t forth by
Jenifer's Howard 2000 plan and the
board's suggestions have affected the
enrollment and prog rams in the
School of Education.
Overall there is a problem recruiting students into educational degree
programs, especially black males who
are needed to teach black students
because by the year 2000, blacks are
.
•.
projected to compnse more than one

third of the schoo l sys te1ns 11ation\vide and a gre<1 ter percentage in
urba11 areas.
''Soc ietal changes wl1ich have
<tllowed industries to grow and offer
expanded opportunities to college student s in all major fi e ld s have left
teachi ng be h ind due to the myth
believed by many that teaching is a
low paying occupation without considering the possible re\vards," said
Dr. Vel111a LaPoint, associate dean of
the School of Education.
''Teaching should be a considerati o n es pe ~ ially by those African
American men and women who want
a rewarding peop le oriented career
wtrich will directly affect and better
the black community and the nation
as a whole," she added.
Currently, the School of Education
is actively engaged in student recruitment and fundraising. The school is
working on new recruitment
brochures to reflect the reorganization
brought to the sc hool by Howard
2000.
The School of Education plans to
continue s ponsoring forums and
workshops as well as publi s hing
brochures and journals. Since 1932.

the School of Education has published
its ''Journal of Negro Education,"
which featuie s contributions from

See, EDUCATION, page A9

•

She was regr,rded by her
students as a mo l ~ e r, a friend
and a role mopel, as s he
brought love and kn owledge to
many young heart s and minds.
Surviving Coffee are her
eig ht ch ildren . 112 grandchil dren . her l\\'in si s~er. and a host
of ot her t·a mily n1e mbers and
fri ends.
j

of majors
Howa1~2
pla11 tl1reate11s live
Futu re Educ a tors struggle to k e ep Students continue to fig~t to
Schoo l of Education in existence keep the PA program o pen
By Tisha Adams and Vicki McGiii

•

1

'

0

that we can attract some of the game's
spectators."

fa c ulty in accordance with the
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP).
The AAUP's termination guidelines include termination of faculty due to progran1 change and
eli1nination.
''We have taken the position
that Howard University tuition is
hi gh and that students should not
have to pay for individuals 'who
are no longer needed ," Jenifer
said.
Jenifer also stated that if a
program is eliminated or
chan ged, the University would
•
do its best to place faculty men1bers elsew here throughout the
University and perhaps retain
tl1e1n to fit spec ific jobs.

are employed in minority communitiJs.
It was facts such as these th.h caused President
Franklyn Jenifer and the' Board of T~stees to grant con, Although Howard University's physician tinuance to the program as an affiliate of the College o
assistants program was scheduled for the Howard 200) Allied Health Sciences. It is cuJntly being run on
cutti ng block, students enrolled in the program have monies
I
united to keep and revitalize this program housed in !he from its stuCollege of Allied Health Sciences.
dent s··
Upon the announcement of the physician assistant tuitions, as
(P.A.) program's impending elimination in 1990 due to a well
as
lack of funding, many students, alumni, and community fup.ds commembers began a series of protests and petitions to sal· ing from
vage the program.
'I several outAphysician assistant is a heal~ care professional that side grants.
provides patient services in association with a physician.
Among the duties of the physician assistant are perfonn- Ac co rding
ing examinations, interpreting laboratory and diagnostic to Theresa
studies, perfonning medical and therapeutic procedures McGhe e,
and providing patient education and counseling.
sen ior P.A.
Margo Forde, a graduate of Howard's P.A. program, student and
and one of the organizers of the 1991 protests against its president of
elimination, commented on how the program was saved. t h e
•
"We basically justified the reasons for the program lmnho1ep
being at Howard. Only three of the 52 P.A. programs in Society, the
the country cater 10 the bl~ck community. Of the three, program has
Howard is the only (institution) that consists predomi- had a grownantly of black siuden~." Forde said.
ing amount
According to Forde, protesters used the media to of success photo by Ayoka Campbell
HU Physicians Assistant
voice their opposition to the elimination of the program. recently.
They went on several radio sbows to gain support, and
''The physician assistant is the fastest growing allied
there was even a television news spot done on the P.Ai health occupation," McGhee said. "The program heno
program. Calls and letters of protest poured in from all at Howard is outstanding. We have strong students, and
over the country, and even George Bush sent a letter the amount of recent applicauts to the program has doudeclaring bis support of ihc program.
bled."
The main weapon of the protesters, however, was
Tuesday, October 6, was National Physician
simply the facts. The Howard University Physician
Assis1an1 Program bas graduated over one third of the
couniry's black ph sician lissistanu. 85
nt of these See, PA PROGRAM, page A9

•

By Kemp Powers
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Do you think that prime-time television has exploited the L.A. riots?
1 1!1ink that as long as any kind of disaster
ca11 be exploited for 111oney or for any kind of
'

1

ga111e 1he networks will do a movie."
•

"I think that the media was right tO _play on
the violence and the anger of the L.A. riots

"I think they are trying to get ratings by
showing us and telling us what they think of

because it represented the voice of the people."

it now... as opposed to trying to deal with
the situation that has always been there ."

Frederick Charleston
Senior. School of Communications

Zeta A. Richter
Junior, College of Fine Arts

Blake SimmS
Sophomore, School of Arts & S iences
I

•

''If the shows display or express the racial
consciousness that is going on in this country, then it is not exploited. But if they are
not doing that, then they exploit the issue.''

'' Yes, I thi11k it was very useful in bringing
it to our consciousness. Television show s
like ''A Different World'' keeps it in the
forefront of our n1inds."

Nicholas House

Valerie Moore
Senior, School of Fine Arts

Senior, School of Communications

photos by Michael Harris

compiled by Melody A. Jordan
•

Campus store hires guard to deter future robberies

Campus Crime Update

By Larry W. Brown

•Auto Theft
On Sept. S, a green 1987
Chevrolet Celebrity four-door
was stolen from the College of
Fine Arts parking lot. The complainant stated that while he was
in dance class. an unknown suspect removed his car keys from
his bookba& and stole the car.

Neil P~ase. who has been a
Hilltop Staff Writer
cashier in the ~tore for a year. said
that the addition of a security offiFollo\.,.·i11g the robb ery t\l.'O cer is a big in1proven1ent.
\\'eeks ago, the staff of the HO\\'ard
I ··when I first came here, I felt
University Catnpus Store. \lil1ich is uneasy about the security. I didn'I
owned and operated by th e feel comfortable for the first six
U,ni\•ersity, has implemented sever- nio11ths,·· Pease said.
al new security 1neasures in !lopes
''Even though we tried to be
of preventing future incidents.
prudent, something gave way," he
According 10 Andre Thompson, said. ''But as long as we have the
director of the University's
'Book special
'
police, we should be able to
•
Stores, an armed security offteer is monitor
.
. '' .
secunty.
on duty at all tin1es. In addition. a
But Corey Cook, a junior majorpeep hole was put in the fr911t door i11g i11 television production, said
on the day of the robbery.
that the security changes will not
··we've al so re-arran ge d tl1e make a difference.
cash registers to 111akc the.m 1nore
··1 don't think it's going tO help
visible [and so the c111ployccs] ca11 because whoe\ er robbed the store
see the fro11t door:· he s:1id.
before staked out the place, and
Thor11pson added th at they are they can do the same thing now.
trying to install 111ore ··pani c but- It' s not like the security office~ is
tons'' througl10L1t 1.he store .
1

The theft occurred at approxif •tel~ ~

p.m. Metro police

Fl"'""°" ID die lepoli.

•Bufllary
On Oct 2, an Wlknown
photo by Sharonda Starks

Campus store re-opens with addition of a security guard.

Superman,'' Cook said.
According 10 Tho1npson, there
hasn't been a decrease in business
since the robbery. In fact. he said,

there has been a sl ight increase.
''The changes are the cxtenl of
what we can do besideS getting a
guard dog," he said.

per-

son (s) broke into an office in
Douglass Hall and stole a type\Vriter. The con1plaintant stated
that the cri1ne occurred between
the hours

of I p.m. and 9:45 am.

According to the report,. the door
was forced open and the typewriter was remo\·ed. Metro

police responded to the repori.

•Robbery

On Oct. S, a black and wbilel
television and a wall clock were1
stolen from Annex I, Room 230.
At approximately 6 p.m •• a
female employee .returned to -

office where she discovll'tll 1J-.
missing items. Tb- '4
k@own suspect and DO
forced entry. Mc
responded to take !he

Note: A burglary is tho act
breaking and entering a room Oii
building to commit a theft o
other crime. A robbery is the act
of stealing with breaking and1
entering.
Please report .any suspicious
persons and activities to campus
security at 806- I l I 0.

Conflict ·causes cable loss
By Herman Warren
Hilltop Staff Writer

''Def Comedy Ja111·· on Fridays!
··Tales from the Cry pt·- on
Wednesday s! And movi es every
night of the \veek ~ SoL1nd s too
good to be 1ruc? Wel i. it 111a)' be
for student .'i living in H()\Vard
University don11s the tlrea111 is definitely not a real it)'.
According
to
Jim
Fletcher, ''ice president of Fiscal
Affairs, Di strict Cable was 11ol
authorized to in stall cable ready
outputs in the dor1ns. Therefore.
University dorinitory re sideni s,
except those who resid e i 11 P11rk
Square, have not been able to take
advantage of their cabl e in stall<l.
'
lions.
Pren1aturc installations resulted
fron1 a breakdow11 in communication s betwee11 Distri ct Cable arid
!he Universil)' which beg<•n \Vhen
District Cable asked University
officials if they could sLtbtnit <l proposal to install cable in University
dorms.
.
The Cable cornpany inforn1ed
University admini s tr~1or s that
cable would have to be installed in
the A-building.,.iA order to assess
the accurate c.osts involved for
installation, and the University
agreed to this prerequisite.
However, according to Fletcher,
District CabJ.s: look it upon itself
to enter dorms and make unautho'1 rized installations.
Distric! Cable' s action s
prompted Steve Favors. vice president of student affairs. to issue
several ··cease ro desist orders'' in
order to prevent tl1e cable company from operating on lhe campus.
Representatives of the cable co1npany have been escorted off the
campus premise s by security
according to Howard officials.
Despite the ·•cease and desist''
orders, District G:able has not
ceased nor desisted its operations
at the University. In fact, last
week District Cable was canvassing Park Square with flyers that
promoted their services. ''They
(representatives of District Cable]
\vere just here, '' said Elyce
Walker, a resident of Park Square.

.

),

Cable.
''Cable is an unnecessary distraction," said junior Brett Allen.
Other opponents of District Cable
maintain that its implementation
need not be a priority.
''The donns need 10 work
on more important things [like the
condition of some dor1nsl than
cable. '' Ka11ika Magee said.
''I would rather have cable than
rent videos," said Caprice Fulcher
who pays appr:0xima!ely $30 a
month for basic service.
'
Fletcher sa id th at the
University does not expec t any
financial gain fro1n the possible
deal.
Presently. the University and
District Cable are in the process of
resolving differences. The negotiations between the Universi ty and
District Cable may be filled with
acrimony over District Cable's
prior actions and the dearth of
educational benefi!s from impl ementing cable in University
donns.

John McGraff, director of
operations at District Cable, denied
ever entering th e dorms or any
other facilitie s at the University
without pennission. He said, ''We
[District Cable] look for access
agreement s. There are always
documents that support installation
orders.. , Moreover. McGraff sa id
District Cable does not need to
install cable to estimate costs.
McGraff said that District Cable
has discontinued its operations at
the Univt!rsi1y until further notice.
''The 'A-Building was equipped
with cable last November (to aid
Di strict Cable in submitting an
accurate propoSal)," said Fletcher
who contested McGraff's staten1e11ts. ''Mr. McGraff admitted the
cable con1pany had made some
mistakes, and one of the mistakes
included unauthorized entries in
donns." .
Students shared mixed feelings about the possibility of cable
being installed in t~eir donnitories.
Many residents at Park Square
have already subscribed to District

£(1£~Y f~f[)AY
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The Campus Pals ,want to express
our gratitude for all those who made
our orientation program such art
overwhelming s_u ccess.
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9 TH & Tst: N.W. DOORS OPEN AT 11 :00 PM
SPINNING WICKED
ROCKAS & HIP-HOP

NUFF HEINEKEN ON SAU

SECURITY
METRO POLICE

backed by

EARTf1QlJAKE
SOUND SYSTEi'v1

admission SS
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~(1i\Wlll

3 BLOCKS FROM THE TOWERS
•

he insight and assistance from our advisor,
Mr. Teri y; Samuels was invaluable
'
and surely welcomed. Of co¥rse, none o
the activities would be possible without the
enthusiastic support of all , the new students,

The Class of 1996.
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HE'LL 6Rf)'fl

Secretary· ullivan and
the violence initiative
The federal government has been
'
funding a proposal which targets some
100,000 black male youths, ages five through
nine. for treatment with depressant drugs to
contain their ''overly aggressive behavior...
This proposal, which has since been hailed in
the wake of public outcry, was based on so·
called research done at several well respected
111ental health lhink tanks like the National
'
Institute of Mental
Health and The Center for'
Disease Control.
Government conspiracies aini_ed at
controlling and hindering progress in the
black community should certainly not surprise anyone. The government can boast of
s uch plots as the Tuskege_e..Experirnent in
\Vhich blacks were intentionally injected with

syphilis in the 1940s. In the•l960s, there was
the Counter Intelligence Program (CO!NTEL
Pfl,O) which was aimed at undermining both
the Civil Rights Movement and the Black

Power Movement through the old tactic of
divide and conquer. There have been many
more. However, during those times, there
was not a black who served as the chief social
health officer to the country. Yet Dr. Louis

OllTfElT.,,,___
'

Sullivan, a black 1nan, is now the Secretary of
Health ·a11d l-ll1111 ~111 Seri,,·iceo;; 1·or the United
'

St~ltes .

Oh

There a1·e 1111111)' ql1estiu11s Sullivan
shol1ld a11 swc 1· for tl1 c black com munity ?
Were yol1 tl\V;:trc llf' this fie11disl1 plot. or are
you takin g the Reagan / Bush approach you
eitl1t·r do 1t<)l re111 e111bc1· <J r we1·c 1101 aware'? If
you \ver·e <.l\\1 ~t1·c. \\ l1<tt j)(Jssi blc motive could
yoL1 l1a vc l1:tLI '! Were yolt presst1red from
i:1b0\ e to i111ple111e11t 1l1i " p1·clpos11I'! If so. why
wol1ld ;t11y 1111111 c11· )<ltl r st<1lt1re co ntinue in a
positio11 i11 \V l1icl1 y(1t1 l11.1vc 11<1 re<1l autl1ority
aside fro111 hci11g tl1c <t(\111 i11is1r:1tio11·s cabinet ,
level l(1kc11 '.' Fl11;1ll y. \.\ ()L1l d y(llt 1oler:1tc yot1r
so11 bei11g Llrltgge(I i11 11 rclc1· \(l <.1ppe<1se the
fears 01· ,,·J1itc people'?
P1·0111i11c11l l1l:1ck (.tt'f'ic i<tl .., in tl1e current politic:1I ;_1U111i11i ,t rt1tio11 c<J1,1sta11tly i11sist
they are not tl1c U11l·lc Tu111_... tl1;1t 1nan)' blacks
think li1e1 are. Ho\Vl'\'Cr. tl1i s proposal represents the type 0 1· 1ne11t;.1li ty tl1at reaffir1ns and
legitin1izes the over\\ hel111ing suspicion that
many blacks ha,·e of black_officials. Sullivan
has a golden oppo rtunity to di>pel these suspicions. At least. SL1lli\•an has a lot of e~plaining to do.

NO!
.
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ma"°'ki.-..to" 'female students on
• this campus, please note

tbl' this same ratio should

it
brothers, would it be so
difficult to show compassion toward female stuso. Thi s is because D.C. i" 1101 a slate . and
dents and offer your seats
On Mayor Sh~ron Pratt-Kelly's first thus the fight for D.C. >tatehood.
to them on an occasion or
Th e death penalty referendu1n was
visit to Capitol Hill, she came away with an
twQ? Believe me, the gesadditional $100 million for Washington, D.C. sparked by the re<.:e11l 1nu1·ders of so111e whites
tw•1 ; 08
atu4;uts~and
ture would be noted and
.as a direct result of President Bush's interven- who had ti cs Lo congress 1ncn on th e Hill.
teacbierR Oft eamp1s
be
greatly appreciated by'
tion . Some observers were convinced that These co1lgress 111c11 ~ l1owe(I little co11cern "'·stressful I understand that
female students. I hope
she could maintain a type of cordial relation- about the runa\vay r11t11·der r<tt e \Vhen the vie- --"tired students find it
F
that I am wrong; I hope
ship with the Hill that could be beneficial for ti ms were allnost ex clusive ly black 1nen.
that chivalry is still alive
annoying to stand at bus like dl)lalJf
j
Kell y n1ade the 1nis1ake of thinking
stops for long periods of ' sive wbell --.lliOdllln an<I well at Howard
D.C. However. it appears that this is no
time. I understand that shove Ul-ollt of tile way I' University.
longer possible . Many may wonder if it were that the congress n1cn fr<•1n the l~ill " ·ho have
steadfastly resisted statcltood would have
anxious students may be in the sbuttlb boa stop.
ever possible.
a hun-y to find a comfort- Ironically, these same
The current conflict appears, at least enough respect for th e people of J).C. to allow
Mandi11ema R. Kunibula, a
able seat. But, what I fail brothers Aped jO be
on the surface, to be the result of Capitol Us to d ''c1·d,.. if .·1 111:1 \\ hc11 \.\L' need to reco nsid- to understand is why cer- ed as hot COGllllOdities by public relario1is major in,
Hill 's insistence that D.C. hold a referendum er capit:-11 pt111i sl1111c r1t a" <.1 111c::1 11 ~ of dealing
School
ofi
tain male students insist on women. As for certain the
011 the death penalty as well as reconsider its
with 1nurde1· i11 the IJi stric·t. Tl1ougl1 Kelly
t
,_ bo
running over female stu- smart-alee: W are Communican·o1is
con1mon panner law. The latter enables the should h <:l \ ' e 11 e\·e 1 r11<1dc th e 111istake of
....._ -.t- of
dents just to find a seat on quick to quote ... 1Mi0
District to extend health care benefits to the expecti11g fc1i1·ncss t'ro111 tl1e ve ry people who
deny the Di strict it~ statel1oo(I. she is to be
partners of D.C. employees.
We Welcome Your Letters and Comments
However, the underlying cause of the comme11ded f'or l1 c1· .., tr(>11g sta11d against the
1HE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators. staff. stuconflict is the fact that the Hill can arbitrarily pat1·011i zing to loni;;1lis1 ()Jl C111Jitol Hill .
dents and alumni are encourage.ct to share their original idea~ and op_inions.
)
dictate D.C. policy whenever it chooses to do
We publish only matenal addressed to us. We routinely. edit letters for space at~d correct errors
of style, spelling and punctuation. Letters as well as commentanes must be typed and signed. complete
with full address and telephone number.
The, opinions expressed on the Editorial Pag~ ~f THE HILLTOP ~re s~lel y_ the vi~~s of. the
'
Editorial Board. and do not necessarily reflect the op1n1ons of Howard Un1vers1ty. its ad1n1n1stra11on.
THE HILLTOP Board or the students.
to accept the 111011c). Tl1e rcge11l-; co11cluded
Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial Editor
Recently Assistant Education that Hor11bec k \1i<l S \Veil i111cn1i c>11cd. · Fo1·mer
THE HILLTOP
Secretary Michael Williams. who is one of the President Ro11ald R e<1h~1 \vent out of his way
2251 Sherman Ave. N. W.
highest ranking black officials of the Bush to 1naintai11 the t<.t x cxe111p1 status of· Bob
Washington, D.C. 20059
adrninistration, admonished the University of Jones Universi t)' wl1icl1 111:1i11tai11ed blatantly
California at Berkeley fcir its admissions poli- ·segregationi st policies long afte1· 1nost univercy regarding non-whites to enter the sities around the cot111try had aba11doned their
Berkeley 's law school. The policy essentially _ exclusive adn1ission policies. ,
compared black applicants with other black
If 1he Department of Education is so
applicants with the intention of diversifying concerned about colo1· blind admission poliifs enrollment. Berkeley has been on the cut- cies and sc holarship criteria, then Williams
Jennifer Golson, Editor-in1Chief
ting edge of diversifying both its administra- should lead a crusade against the history of
tion, faculty and student composition . color conscious admission and sc holarship
Ronald D. Sullivan, Co-Managing Editor
Karen Good, Co-Managing Editor
• Nevertheless, Williams has targeted the policy criteria. Instead, Williams wou ld rather preMelody Jordan, Assistant Campus Editor
Kimberly Martin, Campus Editor
as being discrirp.inatory against white appli- ·tend that black stL1dents a1·e son1ehow receivTisha Derricotte, LocaVNatior:aal Editor
Gus Griffin, Edito<ial Editor
cants, and he has asked Berkeley to make ing a di sproportiona te share of admissions
·Omowale Elson, International Editor
Joyce Davis, Around the Corner
changes. The effect-of the changes Williams and scholarsl1 ip funding to at tend one of the
Sharmarra Turner, Tetppo Editor
Tasha Hailey, Business/Finance Editor
insists Berkeley make will surely have a neg- nation's top universities.
Frederick Goodall, Weekender Editor
Holli L. Holliday, Book Critic
ative effect on the admission of black Jaw
As you 1n<ty recall. Williams was at
Andrea Williams, Sports Editor
Erik Malson, Music Critic
school students to one of the most prestigious the forefront 01· the Bt1sl1 ad1ninistration 's decJohanna Wilson, Chief Copy Editor
Paul A. Woodruff, Photo Editor
universities-in the world.
laration a cpuple 01· )1.::ars b<.1ck, which said that
Jared Morris, Copy Editor
Natonia Johnson, Copy Editor
Color blind scholarship and admis- publicly fonded schools could not use race as
Jolm B. Adams, Assistant to the Editor
Michael Hodge, Production Manager
sion policies would make complete sense if a criteria for allocating sc holarship funds. It
Khari Sampson, Ari Editor
Ted Cummings, Production Assistant
the history of these policies were color blind. seems his very purpose is to attack the limited
Apparently, everyone knows this is not the opportuniti.es black students have to improve
' weeks ago, their futures. The color of Williams' skin
case except Williams. Only a few
•
Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Manager
• Berkeley accepted about a half million dollars shields some critics fro1n calling the adminis'
from Margret F. Hornbeck in scholarship. tration' s positio11 rag ist . Why would any
Brian D. Nevel, Assistsnt Business Manager Kevin Armstead, Advertising Manager
money earmarked only for ''very poor black man stoop so low to do the dirty work
John W. Jacks, Assistant Ad. Manager
Michelle Martin, Office Manager
·
American Caucasian academic scholars ." of the Bush administration ? Ask "Brother"
The Berkeley regents voted unanimously 18-0 Williams.

Kelly's climb up Capitol Hill
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hopping
By Gus Griffin

I noticed a disturbing
phenorf!.ena at the football game
that Howard University played
against the Alcorn State Braves.
When the University Biso11

scored and was on the move,
some of the University band and
some other fans began to simu late the ''ton1ahawk chop ." Thi s
mockery of the i11digenous
Native An1erica11 people was
made famous b~ co llege foot ball 's ~Florida St'ate Sen1inoles
and baseball 's Atlanta Braves
and is accompanied by a ridicu•
lous humming serenade. Wh y
did this natio11wide practice by
seve ral sports teams \vith
''Indian .mascots·· disturb 1ne as
it did?
African people in
America ~re so111e of tl~e least
respected people in the world.
and our n1ockery of the culture
of indigenou s peopl es i11 North
America is a pri111e exa1nple of
how ignorant we are as a people
of our history a11d cultltre. We
are ignoran1 of lhe fac1 tha1
· when our enslaved ancestors
dared to escape the Native
Americans were the only people
they could rely on 10 co11sistently take them in for refuge.
Therefore in s tead of

own the

chopping up the culture of the
people who have been our n1ost
reliable allies here in America,
we shou ld be chopping up the
upco1n1ng celebration of
Colu1nbus'
voyage
of
''Explciitation."
•
First. we niust understand tl1at no historical event
just happens. There is a procesS
for all things. The same is true:
with the year 1492-it wasn't that
Co lumbL1 s ju st decided to sail
then . In s tead, he couldn't sail
u11til that l1istorical year. Nearly
800 years prior to 1492, the
Iberian penin s ula (Spain and
so1ne of southern France) was
controlled by the Moors . The
Moor s invaded the Iberian
peninsulb in 711 A.O. Before
th e Moo1·s, Europe was by all
accounts in the Dark Ages and
barbari C . Nevertl1eless, by
1000 A.O., the Moors had led
Europe out of the Dark· Age s.
Tlley i11troduced cot1on manuf acturi11g, gl111powder <Lnd tl)e
irrigation sys te 1n 10 1nuch of
EL1rope. Th ~ Moori sh empire
began its gradua l decline i11 the
121!1 ce 11tL1ry.
Within six
111onths of their final defeat at
Gre11ada i11 1492 , Christopher
Co lun1bu s se t sai l the ocean
bl Lie.
Who were the Moors?

The word '' Moor '' literally
means ''black." However, the
most thorough yet simple definition of them would be
lslamized Africans most of
whom were either direct offs prings, or descendants of
African-Arab union s. They
were from the area of north
Afric_a· we know today as
Morocco and Mauritania.
Now, the Moors did not
simply retreat back into Africa.
In stead, they-acte'd as pirates of
the Gibraltar straight which was
the quickest route for Columbus
on hi s final destination to India.
The Moors challenged all those
who dared to pass through the
straight. l 'his is where historians try to convince Americans
that Columbus set sail westward .
to prove that the world was
round. The fact is he sa il ed
we s tward because h e was too
1nuch of a coward to challenge
the Moors .
The
first
l11nd
Columbus reac hed was the
isla11ds we know today as the
Caribbean. He thought he was
in India . One look at a world
map makes it obvious that the
Caribbean is not e.ve11 halfway
between Spain and India . So
thus far we have established that
Columbus was not only a cow-

ard, but that he was an incompetent sailor who didn't know
where the hell he was going.
V..'e won't s pend much
time dispelling this myth that
Columbus discovered the ''New
World ." There was nothing new
about the world Columbus accidently ran ashore on; the only
thing new was European intelli gence.
Abubarkari II, an
e n1peror of the Mali empire ,
arrived in the same area as
Colu111bus in 1311. Remains of
the ancient Olmec civi li zation
in Mexico displays statues
weighing over 400 pounds with
obviou s Africanoid features
which carbon dating niethod s
reveal date back as far as 814
B.C. So enough of Columbus
discovering anything.
~
What topped everything
off is wl1at Columbus did when
'
he got to the New World. On
his seco nd voyage to th e
Car ibb ea n , Co lu111bu s established the first European settlement on the Island of Hi s parlola
w hich is k11own today as Ha iti
and the Dominican Republic .
After appointing himself gove(nor and general of Hi spanola,
he organized and irnple1nented
the enslavement of 1-he indigenous populations. His first

slave sh ipment back Jo Spain
contained some 500 lA.rawak
people which he ea~marked
specifically for Queen Isabella
1
as gifts. But thi s ras not
enough for him .
Then,
Columbu s in1plen1ented a trimonthly quota 1·o r g~ld from
every 1na11. \voman 11 d c:hild
over the age of f ur1een .
Indi genous people wh did not
meet this quo1;1 had l:Joth their
hands cut off 11nd ""'crJ allowed
to bleed to cleath. Wi lhin fo11y
years of good ol._ Chri ~· arrival,
so 111e 250,000 to 500.UOO
indigenous people di9ct of di s~ases that the Europra11" had
brought with thej .
It i ~
ext reme ly dift'icu lt to fir1d a11y
Arawak people 111 H ' iti today
tha11k s
to
C h isto pher
Columbus.
Native Atneri ·a11 hi storians conf'i rn1 that th chro11ic
alcoholism in their cl 1n111u11ity
~
wa s practicall y no11 - xistent in
the pre- Coll1mbL1 s e r~. Fe<1r of
bei11g phy .li ic:.111 )' c11sl11ve d
and/or loc>sing my ~•1r1ds just
111ight drive me to dririk too .
Be rk eley, dalifornia
hi:1s de c lared Oct.
1992 as
Indigenous Peoples 1ay rather
th11n l1onorir1 g C 1 lu111ht1s.
African people al l over the
country. as "''ell as those at

Howard Unive}sity, should
acknowledge our historical
allies in struggle on this day.
However for those of us who
are aware that General Otis
Howard, who the University is
named after, ~as one of the ,
greatest Buffalo and Native
American killer~ in U.S. history
L1nderstand whY the University
will never recognize Native
American ass1istance to the
struggle of Af/rican people in
this country. We understand
\vhy there is not one class at the
University on Native American
studies which Iromotes the culture and the hi sto ry of the
Native Ameri an people. This
is a sha1nc esryc ially when considering that the overwhe lming
1najority of Africa n people in
An1erica ha Je some kind of
Native American bloodline. We
are long overd ue to return some
level of commit ment and
.
I
respect to the culture and the
stru gg le of indigenous people in
this land . ~fter all, they are
An1erica·s rig tful landlords.

•
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Gt1s Griffi11 i the editorial edi101:

A ·~other party ·
By Leslie Harris

Partying is an universal favorite pastime for college
students; but to me, it can be a
funny game . Let me de scribe
the scene. You pay three
through ten dollars just to get
inside the door. The area is
usually semi-lighted, and the
music is steadily pumping so
loud that it is in1po ssib le to
carry on an audible conversation . Every available i11ch of
the dante floor is packed with
s weaty bodies hu111ping. bµmping and grinding on each other.
Funky bOdy heat envelopes the
room like a consun1ing fire.
The pre ssu re of partying is i1nmense. For example
when a group of girls go to a
party , they either stand up
against a \vall and pray that a
guy will ask them to da11ce. or
they dance with each other
\Vhile secretly hoping that
so me men will joifi them so
they will not look lame and
dateless.
New prot:>Jems can
.
arise
once you get a' man to
dance with you. For instance,
you might not be one to grind
on a total stranger in the dark,
while your partner is. Or you
might enjoy dancing with
someone, but you db not wa11t
to carry the relation s hip off
the dance floor. Yet, your part-

•

\'

ner ha s other ideas and has
ca lled you over 20 times
through 1he course of the following week. In addition,
there is the g uy who tries to
rap to you. but he can barely
walk and stand up straight
because he is dead drunk . One
gl1y actt1ally thre\V up twice
while trying to talk to rne .
That really 111ade n1e feel good
about my self.
Unfor1unately. viole11ce often disrupts parties.
Alcohol i11duced t·ighting can
turn an enjoyable part}' into a
co111mon bee1· l1all brawl. This
ca 11 lead to a s ho oti ng
exc l1 a11ge of bullet s witl1 so1ne
inn ocent people being caught
in the c ross- fire.
No\v. I am not ''dissing'' che party sce ne all together. Without a doubt, partying
ca11 be fun and a great reliever
of s tres s. However, certain
aspects are extremely funny or
dangerou s. Is n 't there any thing better to do? But, who
a1n I to judge? Most likely, I
\viii at1e11d many 1nore parties
before the sc hool year is over.
Why? There is nothing else to
do.
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No more Buck-Dancing Negroes: The bl'a ck republicans
By Omar Tyree

•

:
Some people just love to criticize our
efforts, but when we ask them specifically what
they are doing they do not have an answer.
Some people just think that their opinio11s are
the stuff of gold. However when you ask them
about a means of cOOperation and organization,
they do not know. Nevertheless, these jokers are
the best damn critics in the world ; even thOugb ,
the only skill these people possess is how to run
thfir mouths. If you ask them where they are
g1ing, they do not know.
I am simply fed up with thi s type of pess1m1sm. People should not say anything about
sOmething which they do not strive to understand. I guess a lot of people seemfngly [ike to
hear their voices during ' an argum·eflt.
Moreover, 95 percent of tllese big-time critics
have done nothing to enJjghten, c~ange or create

new ideas. They just run around in circles talk- s mile, a Jim Crow dance, a Uncle Tom philosoing about, ''this isn't right," and ''we shouldn't phy and a Sambo loyalty to the ''massa'' ·while
be doing this ." So I ask these jokers, ''Well claiming to be like Booker T. Washin1gton.
what should we be Cloi ng then?'' And of ·c ourse, Since reading Booker T. Wa sh ington· s ··up
they do not know. Well, shut the hell up then. from Slavery'', I know that the man had ·much
And they respond, ''I have a right to my opin- bigger drawers and guts than these new -wave
ion." Yet, an opinion without a map for correc- Amos and Andy types. Booker T. Washington
tion is hot air, unwarranted and counter-produc- stood up for his race. He was a politicia11 that
tive to progress.
knew he needed money to build Tuskegee
A good example of these critics are the University and the National Business Leagtte.'
black Republicans. I have been around many of
But I am sick, sick, sick of the behindthese jokers, and the only thing that they are licking. buck-dancing, slob-nobbing, joke-jivconcemed about is maintaining their limited sta- ing, yes massa, no massa, anything you say
tu s in a white dominated America. In fact, the massa mentality. No wonder "':'e do not have
only thing that they do is criticize black progress any power. '' Ye shall know them by the fruit
. from the grass roots level while talking all that that they bare." But these jokers do not have
jazz about ''bootstraps." These jokers do not any fruit. They just apologize to ''massa'' about
even have .any boots. They just carry their mas- those no go0d fie)~. hands? ''Dey'juSt ain_'t
ter's b09_ts arOund and try them on for size. When ·grateful massa . . Cause you been a go® massa,
the master ain't looking. The only power that yes indeed."
black Republicans have is an Aunt Jemima
So do not be fooled black people .

These run around-the-mi7i. lap-dancing, bellyrubbing, handshaking, poli ~ical party-hopping
incogitant Negroes are only 1 worried about filli11g up their own pockets with some ~xtra hou~
l9ftovers . And for you· no-plan having, stupid
opinion n1ak i11 g. non-skilled, crab-grabbing,
s1ay- in - tl1e bucket confused- minded brothers
a~d sisters that lik~ t.o _s top t~e progres~ of others
With your weak cr1t1c1sms. Jealous attitudes and
sj lly r~n1d. r s. I leave you with this: ''For those
Who like to throw Stones of so-called correct"iess, shal l your deeds spe¥ louder than your
slander, only the11 sha ll yout criticisms be wort y of praise.··

1

nlar Tyree is a Uni:versity aluninus and a
rbcently published author. .. / '.
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These products have revolutionize1 the way
people work. But instead of looking back on
our achievements, Microsoft continues to push
the boundaries.
Our focus on the futt1re means you'll have
the chance to create entirely new products.
Explore better ways of' doing things. And bring
•
the next revolution in compt1ti11g to the world .
You've had 'successes in yot1r lif'e. But yot1

didn't stop there. You enjoy a challenge and
have a passion for looking to the future. Whic
is why you.should talk to us. At Microsot·t, we
know how you feel.
Come find out more about Microsoft by
attending our upcoming event. '
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunit.~
Employer and supports workforce diversity.
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Candidate searches
for new tomorrow
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Ch.lnyere Sims
Hilltop Staff Writer

He attributed this to ma ss ive
spending on the military , and said

•

administration. the U.S. was spending 55 cents of every dollar on the
1
military. Ai the same time he said
that Gennany was spending fourteen cents and Japan seven cents of
every dollar.
''T here i s n o alternative.,"
Daniels said. ''The revitalization of
the economy is linked to the
resources that have been deprived
in terms of the civilian economy
and locked in the military. This is
why I propose that we reduce military

Ron Daniels
become the leaders. We say thi s
not out of a sense of arrogance, but
because we don 't want to be victimized again. We m us t lead
because those who have led in the
past have often led us to destruction. even unwittingly ," he said.
Daniels also encourages students to stand and fight for what
they believe in.
''If you believe the military bud·
get ought to be cut, if you believe
we ought to have universal health
care, if you believe in having
choice for quality education, good
salaries for teachers. participation
of parents. multicultural education,
free university educati o n , that
everybody ought to have a dece nt
home, if you believe in preservation of the earth and the envi ror1- ,.
ment. in reparations and the don1estic Marshal l plan, then vote for it:'
he said.
Even if he is not elected. the '
Campaign for a New Tomorrow
will continue 10 organize and to
plan for the progressive kind s of
projects, progra n1 s and e lectoral
work that need 10 con1inue ac ross
the country.
Daniels wants )'Oung people to
operate on their sense of convicti ot
and their sense of purpos~ and the)'
mu st do it at all costs .
''You must be prepared to give
' every sacrifi ce in a 1nission that
you think is important,'' he said. _
He added that if nothing else, he
&opes hi s campaign will be remembered as the ''guts and faith '' ca1npa1gn.

spending by about two thirds."

Daniels' campaign also adOresses the reality of democratization.
Daniels propo ses cooperativ e
zones as opposed to enterpri se
zones, so that- workers and the
community own enterprises jointly.
He advoca,t es a national development and recovery plan so that
when plants close the workers have
grants, loan s, and technical assis·
lance to take those plants over and
run them.
''These are drast~cally different
sets of economic ideas from the traditional keep the same corporations
and the same oligarc hie s in
charge," he said.
He also advocates reparations
for African Americans. He pointed
to historical precedent and mentioned other nati ons such as the
Japanese who have been compensated for their devastation.
· ~we are never going to have
any kind of parity unless we are
compensated for the Jong, tragic
and devastating travail of slavery.
We never got 40 acres and a mule.
(Instead ) we were released into a
capitalist society with no capital
and no property and ex.peeled to
catch up.''
Daniel s' campaign has been
appealing to African-American s
more than any other group, but he
said -t his is consistent with hi s
belief that African-Americans must
lead themselves .
'"Thost;: who have been most
oppressed and victi mi zed nlu st

.

•

Black conserva tive s,
once Democrats, are now part of
a party identified in society with
helping the rich get richer and
the poor stay poor. Considering
t~at the black population makes
up a considerable amount of the
poor in thi s coun try, the
Republi ~a n agenda for some,
has no room for today',S AfricanAmerican.
So how can a black perso n be as soc iated with suc h a
party ? For Alan Keyes, a republican candidate in the upcoming
elec ti on for the Senate in the

afford to run without pay,"
argued Keyes.
. If my supporters don't
want to see me salaried , then
they shouldn't send money," he
said. Nevertheless, Keyes' cam-

state of Maryland, says the
answer is sin1ple . ''I believe that

Alan Keyes
tial State Department official,
ambassador and nationally syndicated columrist, Keye s has

paign has rai sed nearly $I million dollars.

earned a national reputation for

Community empowerment is a major part of Keyes'
agenda. He says that Americans

serving Amerida's best interests
with distinctiod. Keyes believes
that he can offf r much more to
the black community than

want change and that they are

Mikulski ever ,(,ill.

the chief di stinguishing mark of
the black conservative is a deep
and abiding preoccupation with
freedom .''
Keye s, a native o f
Maryland , is running against
Barba.ra Mikulski who is
presently holding the seat. ''My
opponent has done nothing but
ex.plait the black community
which has left blacks with less
power. less nloney, and less control," said Keyes .
Keye s. relaxed and
co.nfident about his ca mpaign,

tired of a Congress tied to special interests, instead of their
best interests. Keyes says that
he is an optimist , practical, and
loves Ameliica. Keyes says that if
elected, hi s first term will be
very active and that family values will be -a key issue in reaching the people , especial ly the

''We ~ust build incentives into th:e syste m that
encourage the ~ng of indi vi dual responsibility, the formation
of strong marriage s, and the
pride associated with being a
productive me her of society."
Keyes has an agenda of
economic pro ess and wants to
create a profit , ncentive to keep

believes that people should be

black community.

money in th~community . ''I
want to make it profitable for
people," he s id. Keyes supports pennaneht tax cuts which
he fee l s would return vital
resources to t~e private sector,
and a concurrept down sizing of
the federal government . He
supports free, but fair. trade and
rejects the need for a planned
•
economy.
'

•

•

·

A s a father of three ,
put in control of their O\Vn lives.
'' I will retu'r11 to the gra ssroot s Keyes feels that children should
a11d build up t he people .·· not wor ry about materialism
Furthcrn1ore. said Keyes.
and that better values need to be
'' our ca1npai gn is goi11g to be instilled in c hildren. Keyes
about the people of Maryland. . enjoys speaking to school 0 kids
•' Jt is going to be about re-ener- ar1d preac he s that it doe s not
gizing our econo1ny a11d politi· n1atter what ) ' OU do for a living,
cal in s tituti o ns b y re tu rning rather how to be a better perpower a11d resources to the peo- son.
ple .''
As a professor. influen-

•
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Put -t
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more information about the
Campaign tel (202) 737- 5240
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For Keyes , trying to
win the office of the Senate has
not been easy. Many of his
constituents have complained
about the fact that Keyes is a
salaried candidate. Keyes says
that his getting paid should not
even be an issue.
''Ninety - nin e percent
of all Americans except Ross
Perot work for a living . Why
should rich people be the only
ones to run for office? I can't

c~

refugees.
points out how t~ese two
candidates have commented on the
crisis in Yugoslavia because that's
the constituency that counts.
''That plays to the ethnic counterparts here in America, the bluecollar ethnics and the middle class
that they're both competing for,' '
Daniels said.
One of the themes of Daniels'
campaign is a domestic Marshall
Plan. A program also put forward
- by the National Urban League. He
said $50 million dollars is required
each year to revitalize urban and
rural America. This is needed to
repair the tremen,dous damage that
has been done oVer the years to the
rural and inner city areas where
African-Americans live.
Daniels said that viable economic growth will only come after
a coinmitment is made to demilitarize the economy.
''We have to move to a peace
economy. This countty is hooked
on militarism, and there is a group
of corporations which thrives on
the military and doesn't want to let
loose," he said.
\
He called America the mlt.\WY
muscle man of the world, noting
that Germany and Japan have
become the economic superpowers.

A7

Keyes unlocks answers to Senate

that at the height of the Reagan
Ask most people to name the
1992 presidential candidates and
without fail two names will be
mentioned: Bill Clinton ·and
•
George Bush . Push them further
and they may say ''Ross Perot.''
Push them still further and you
begin to get blank stares. Yet, lhere is anolher candidate .and he' s
on the ballot in nine states and the
District of Columbia.
Ron Daniels, a fonner director
of the Rainbow Coalition and a veteran social and political activist
from Youngstown, Ohio, is ruqning
•
as a progressive independent candidate under the slogan ''Cameaign
for a New Tomorrow."
Daniels said he 's running for
president because there is a need
for a new political movement in
this country.
''There is a need to challenge
the hegemony and t.Qe dominance
of the Republicans ·and the
D~mocrats over the political system. This is particularly true for
African-Americans, who find
themselves having to choose
between the lesser of two evils,"
Daniels said.
''Nei ther the Bush/Quayle or
the Clinton/Gore tickets cafl bring
about the kind of fundamenta1 , radical change that is required to transform American society," he said.
Daniel's campaign is saying to
people that it's not just about the
ballot box.., but people fighting for
the kinds of radical , fundamental
change that is reguired to engage
the electoral, political process.
''You must also fight it out on
the streets with strikes, boycotts,
demonstrations, and civil disobedience, around the question of our
basic human rights which cannot
be violated," Daniels said.
Daniels describes his candidacy
as a movement candidacy-rooted
among grassroot people. He criticized Clinton and Gore for not
being really interested in issues that
affect black people, but of playing
to the middle class, which Daniel s
described as a code word for
''We're
''white."
simply taken for granted. • We're
no t asked what our agenda is.
Clinton and Gore are waving to
black people as they rush by , on
their way to contend with other
constituencies,'' Daniels said.
I
Daniels accuses Clinton and
Gore of not having made any major
comments on the crisis in Somalia,
the severe drought in Zimbabwe,1the recent massacre in South
Africa, or the plight of Haitian
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Attention all graduating SENIORS and GRADUATE STUDENTS
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$10.00 sitting fee (CJ!Sj{) cfue at, time of sittin;u
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' Graduating students, _don't miss the chance to register to win an all expense paid
trip to the Bahamas . Just complete the drawing form when you co me to be photographed .

•

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
. '
STUDENT COUNCIL

f

•

JEXJECUTTIVJE IBOAIRJD

•
.
'

\

Due to the concerns of the Seniors in the
· College of Arts and Sciences regard ng the Senior
. Comprehensive Exam previol).sly scheduled for
October 31, 1992, the E
.has been
rescheduled for Saturday, ~ovember 7, 1992.
Please see your Department Chairperson for moi;e
information.
., ·
Executive President, 1
Noni. ·L. Ellison
October 9, 1~92
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etudents make dorm demands
continued from A1
•

money the wo~k will begin."
Currently, lhe University is

· working on the dormitory adjacent to Bethune Hall which is
scheduled for completion in

1994 an~ill house 500 students.
Christopher Stuckey,
Meridian Hill student representative, compiled a men10 consisting of items for in1mediate attention and submitted it to the

assessment team Wedne sday
•
morning .
Tl1e tnemo included:
- the repair of showers
- bath tubs and Jocks on
then1
- addition of 8 microwave
and cooking facilities
- addition of security
guards to be stationed inside the
dorm fron1 4 p.m. until 7 a.m.
-security lighting outside
of the dorm
-repair of the fence surrounding Meridian co keep out

THE HILLTOP

prostitutes and other unwanted

elements
-plumbing repair
--extermination of the rats,
roaches, ticks and fleas
- removal and replacement

ALL DISPLAY ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED
CAMERA-READY BY 5 P.M. FRIDAYS '

of the rancid carpeti ng on the

3rd and 4th floors.
All of these items were

I

to be taken into consideration,
and a decision r-vould be reached

CONTACT KEVIN ARMSTEAD.
AT 806-6868

by Wednesday afternoon at

which time the committee would
meet with Stuckey.

School of Education students
'unite to keep programs alive
con tinued from A2

addition. Dr. Woodner.
c hairn1an of the Leadership
Department, is developing a new
Ph.D. in Ad1ninistration and
Supervisio11 of Schools that
Work for Children of Color.
There is no other such Ph.D. in
111

professional educatoi-s as well
as graduate, undergraduate and
high school student s 011 in1portan1 educational issues related to
blacks.

If you think it's hard

the country.
'' We are trailblazers. as
Howardites have always been,''
Hoover said.

t

Lack of funds threatens to end
Physicians Assistant program
tributed to the students.

Assistant Da)', and Ho\vard·.s
'·'
P.A. progra111 n1ad e ;:1\ ailable
1

various 111edical services 011 the
campus. Bl ood pressure scree nings \Vere co 11ducted at tl1e
Blackburn Center and at the

College of Allied Hea lth
Sciences.
Material \vas also dis1ributecl
on hypertensio11. cho lesterol. and
other co111 mo 11 health proble111s.
During P.A. day. stude111 s
also conducted an outreach _program at Eastern High Sch9ol .
Films about physician assista11ts
were shown and lit erature and

''The physician
assistant should
be an option to
people that w:ant
to get into medicine without having to go to medical school,''

living without it.

''The physician assistant
shou ld be an option to people
that want to get into medicine

toward retirement. assistance with

II

•

without having to go to medical

Social Security, and expert claims service.
TIAA Long-Tenn Disability
Insurance can help niake your future more
secure ... regardless of what surprises the
future may hold.

school.'' Forde said.

A career in thi s field is pre-

dicted by the U.S. Department-Bf.
laboi: as being one of the top I 5
caree r opportunities in the next

'

-. -±-·
-·--~·

;.::-~
1- .. -

1 Ii

TIAA Group Insurance.
The Smart Relations ip.

IO years.

1

The entry level salary range
for physician assistants is fron1

$30,000-$35,000 per year.

Teachers

730 Third Avenue

Insurance and

New York, NY 10017-3206

•

Annuity

•

Association

--Margo Forde
free

'

We all like to complain a little' about how .toug~ it is to live on the money
were making . Bqt imagine one day finding you can no longer work because pf .
a disability ... and your salary suddenly stops.
/.
.
.
,
.
'
G~ll ·p IO~· TO:ll ll'l9ol!IJ!1
Fnghten1ng? At TIAA, we don t want tt to
"""""_...
be. That's why we offer the best Group
' ..
I
Long-Term Disability plaits around.
These plans provide paycheck
·t
=
protection. continued contribution s
. ..

•

continued from A2

.,

P.A. p1.trapheri1al a were dis-

'

Ensuring the future for those who shape i[.

1

Guyana election breeds
violence in capital city
I

.,

out a11 ID car.d . people were
}
The blacks, who are the second al\o\ved to vote. If thi s was so.
large st ethnic group i11 the for- ' it seer11<; no\v thi11gs are, being
mer Briti sh colo11y, S upported done i11 a11 orclerly \vay they are
the PNC \vhich \va s l argely s;.1yi11g they have been disenfranAfro-Guya11ese. The 1nilitary · ch i .~eJ," Parroll said.
.., and riot squads have been told to
Because charges of rig,
··use all ne cessary force ," ging had dogged' previous elecBranford said, bt1t they hav e tions, international pressure was
operated under great restrai11t.
brought to bear on the governHoyte di;sputed the racial me11t to i11\•ite foreign observers.
underpi11ning of the v.iolence.
Hen ce. the presence of former
''The disturbance arose U.S. President Jimmy Carter of
from the frustration and anger the human rights organization,
which 1nany ivoters across th e the Carter Center, along with
country experienced as they obse rvers fr o m the Caribbean
sought to exercise their right to Community
(CAR ICOM) .
vote. They found contrary to Commonwealth and Canada
their expectations that they were were in Guyana to supervise the
prevented from dOi11g fro111 reform of lhe electoral progress.
doing so because of the admlnis- particularly the formulation of a
trative discrepancies and irregu- ne\v vo ter s li st and balloting
laritie s that manife s ted then1 - procedures .
se lves,'' Hoyte sai d.
Moreo ver . there was
But Roman Catholic Father increasing hardships and disconBen Parrott, who presided at one tent in the country whi·c h has a
of the 1,000 polling stations, nlinimum wage of GUY$ I I 7
explained that the people were per week. (US$! to GUY$126)
not allowed to vote because their and a pound of rice, which the
names were not on the regi ster.
country produces for GUY$120.
''From what I was told
However, the elections also
years before Whether your nan1e placed 53 member s in the
was on the list or not and with- Parlia111ent and ten representa..- · nJC ..

·I

When' You're Considering

A Career in an Investment Bank,
Consider One More Thing,
C(>nsi<ler rl1e ir1vestmtnt bank char

is t1niqucly ir1 tu11e with

ch~ abili-

•

ries and aspirations of the people
wl10 1.:omi, ri se it . Whe~e h igh pru-

fessio11al srandards are reflected in
princ.iple<l every day practices.
•

\Vl1ere rhe calenr of each individ·
I

tial is a11 in tegral part of tl1e team
eff<>rt . And wt1ere chose who
cl1oose to accept the challenges
set before chem_ grow botl1

;

I

person<tlly and profes sio na lly.

In Shore, Consider

•

Goldman Sa<:hs.
r

October 1S, l 992
FIRMWIDE INFORMATION SESSION
Howar<l lJniversity &:hool of Business Auditorium
6:00 - 8 :00 p.m .

•

scri e to

October 16, 1992
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LUNCHEON PRESENTATION
Gallery Lounge/Black Burn Center
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

e.
•

contact Michelle Marti
at 806-6868

f

October 29, 1992
INVESTMENl" BANKING DIV ION INFORMATION SESSION
'
H<>war<l l Jniversiry School of Hus

ess Aud·i torium

6:00 - 8:00 p .m . .
All l1ndergradt1arcs are welcome co attend.

;

'

'
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R&B concert to hit

m floor, in larger arena

'

Continued from A1
any - and their price. A lot of
the acts were not perfom1ing and
their managers didn ' t know if
they were going to be on the
road.''
Selling the entire package.
rather than a featured artist , the
tickets are targeted for sale 011
October 16 at $17.50 for student% and $21 for the genera l
public.
''That's a dope sho\v.'' she
said. ''You're getting fi ve act s
for approximately $17.
''In a year when there are 1101
a lot of hot, hot R&B ac ts. it' s
hard to get someone at least middle of the road for a fair price."
she added.·

Octotober 9, 1992

act to whomever gives the
most business.
"All we
serve to do is
drive the prices
up. You can go
from $7 1 000 to
$20,000, hypothetically. The
numbers may
be exaggerate
but it happens."
Working together, Carr said,
would eliminat
competitio n
since they coul
offer
artists
steady business. -

Original prospects included
TLC, Gerald Levert and a repeat
appearance by Jodeci . l "he final
ar1i sts were decided on because
of tl1eir accessibi lity and ''all the

groups are doing well on the
charts right now,'' she said .
Looki11g at a way to minimize
expenses. Carr would like to see
fu1ure H o n1 eco n1ing co ncerts

resul t frotn a co he s ive effort
bet\veen Hi s torical ~ Black
Col lege and U11ike rsities
(HBCU s). Instead o f each urii-

ver s it)'

targe tin g
their
H o111 eco1~ing acts separately, '' I
,vould like to see all the HBCUs
co1ne togfther to do five or six
H o111 eco 111ing s Ltsing the sa me
,.
I
<l<:_l.

Tl1e booki11g agency gives the

· aul Woodruff

Topping the charts, SHAI will join other lead names In the Flrday night Homecoming show.

-
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FORD AND FRANCO

I

,. · Please join us when the E
QUD.T, cont~.'i1li11g
20,000
indh·id
cloth
memorial,
'
from around the w rld will be disph:~lctl
I

(Mid• sttiiPI• allaldlnll

'roll! CC*PlETE ~ADDRESS TO:

'

l

$40.00 EACH

8ENO CHECK c.I IDIEY ORl>ER WITH
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Former teacher
receives honors for
years of hard work
By Amaela Wiley
Hilltop staff reporter

They came to honor a
woman wh o has given over

job opportunities , equal
housing and eq ual education 1n public schools.
Mason , 76, is k\iown for her
fight to save the Antioch

50 years of her life toward
, the molding and -shaping of
young live s.
Mount
Pleasant community mem bers and educational colleagues can1e to the Sumne1·
Sc)lool Museum Septembec
20, to honor Hilda Howland

La\V School, which resulted
in the founding of D.C.
School of Law.

Mason fo'r her remarkable

it s ta1·ts with the libraries.

contributions to education.
Hilda Howland Maso n
was born Jun e 14, 1916 in
1
Altavi sta, Virginia. Mason
spent th e first 20 years of

If the libraries are not good,

her a dult life as an educa-

tor.

'' J ha ve also worked very
hard to improve the city's
lib1·a1·ies and [University of

the Di s trict of Columbia],"!
Mason said. "I believe that

than th e education will not
be good," she said. -

H o,veve r , her list of
acco mpli s hm e nts does not
e n d there.
''One of h e1· objectives in

"I sta1·ted as an elemen-

all that she .does is to devel-

tary teacher in Vi1·ginia. I
spent time as a co u nselo1·
and assistant p1·i11ci p al.''

op con11n unity control and a
sense of co 1nn1unity spirit.
Tl1at is \vhy s h e \Va s honoi·ed by the Co uncil on
Educatio11,'' sec retary Janet
Keena n sai d.

Mason said .
Howe ver, it was through

her work with civil rights
activist and statehood party
organizer, Julius Hob so n ,
that Mason was introduced
to the world of politics.

"My hu sba nd (Charles
Mason ) and I worked \Vith
Hobson to ge t an elected
board of education for the
D.C. schools. Once we got
the elected board, H obson
was elected to its member-

sh.ip; h oweve r, lie beca1ne ill

not long after that , .. she
said.

Persuaded by Hobson to
take over the office in 1977,
Mason le[t the teaching end

1

ith two years left

Smith an~ the D.C. school
system all that I can.
Education 1s t h e key,"
Ma son said .
Maso11 is not on ly a
teache1· at hea1·t, she is also
a 1notl1e1· a nd a g1·andmothe 1· to the \VOrld .

"Thafs 1vhat they call

of education • and stepped
into admini s tra iion. For
five and a half years , s he
served on th e board of edu -

cation. Elected to t he D.C.
Council in 1983, Mason

The r ece ption la sted
about t h1·ee ho41·s, and for

bega n her first te1·n1 as the
advisor oftl1 e Comn1ittee on
Edu cation.
"I have fought for all the

her e ffo1·ts Ma s on was
av.'a1·dc(I l\\·o plaq ues a nd a
s il ve1· JJlate. Studentfj pert01·111t'<l c_lanccs ancl a m u s ical t1·ib t1te a11d w 1·o te a
speecl1 in her honot'.
M nson·s cont1· ibutions
\vill not be fo1·gotten .

for," Mason said.

Included in t he struggle
has been the fi ght for equal

•

b efo1· a 11other re-election
year, Ma so n 's job is in no
\Vay complete.
''I '''a nt to help school
s up e r inten dent Franklin

me. That rn ea n s I'm your
gi·andmothe1· a nd your parents' g 1·a11d 1not her.
It
does11't 111atte1· if t h ey're
young or old , I 'm a grandmothe1· to all ," Mason sai d .

things 'th at Hobson fought

'

photo by Michael Hanft
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The Pleasant neighbor ood boasts cultural flair
By Regina Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Mount Pleasant was first settled
by New Englanders. They came to
the United Sta!,es to work for the fed""
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horse carriages. The inhabitants had
town meetings, literary meetings and
weekJy debates. The area of Mount
Pleasant, which is now known as
Meridian Hill, was the location of the
D.C. '. s Club racetrack in the early

1800s.
Mount Pleasant's land was not

I

I .
'

•

.'

eral government after the Civil War.
Because of the strong New England
village institutions, the community
was once referred to as ''Clerksville."
On the contrary, Mount Pleasant is
now one of the most ''economically,
raciaUJ, and ethnically diverse neighbomoods in the city."
The community was originally a
countryside full of din roads and

'

~

Mount Pleasant village. A new
Mount Pleasant community then
emerged between 16th Street and
Rock Creek Park.
At the tum of the century,
the neighborhood began to attract the

best lalents of Washington's architectural profession. Distinguished homes

was called the Mount Pleasant
Neighbors. The organization ernpha-

which is known as Mount Pleasanl

had dormer windows, colurhned
porches and patterned roof-~ines.

today.

Because of these architectural inno-

siz.ed the positive \ a1ues of a racially
and economically fntegrated neighbomood through ighborhood festivals and events.
Mount Peasant's population of 10,COO was 35 percent white.
49 percent blac~ and 16 percent
Latino. The influx of Latino immigrants brought ab6ut change in the
community. While their population
was growing dramatically, they
resided on the southeast side of the
neighborhood adjacent to Adams

Brown began taking advan
tage of the depressed real estat
prices and investing in surroundin
properties. He then laid out seve

one-acre lots in a modified grid sys
tern, named the development M
Pleasant and sought investors
Althougb it was hard to obtai

investor.; for the land, a group of gov
errunent workers pulled their mone
together, booght the land and divi
it among themselves. In the pro<~
of developing this newfound land
new streets named Howard (no

known as Newton), Meridian, Bro
and Oak were created. These Moon
Pleasant streets are still in ex.iste
today.

Brown, who was the presi

acquired until 1850 when the former- dent of the Metropolitan Stree
U nited States Treasurer William · Railway and presidential appointee
Seldon built a house on the land and the District's Board of Public, rna<l<I
resided there for approximately ten many improvements in the area
years. Seldoo then fled the city dur- Brown managed a railway transpona-

'

setvi~ to the westen1 part of the

The 1
brought chaos to
a predominantly black neighborhood
with an all-white Citize ns
Association. In ~ttempt to create
peace, some black and white residents joined together to form a new
biracial citiz.ens organization, which

Mount Pleasant, which is tucked in .; army contractor by the name o
a lx:nd in Rock Creek Park just north Samuel P. Brown. Brown enlarg
of the National Z.00 and west of 16th the house to a 30-room mansio .
Street, is one of the most cultura11y General Hiram Wallbridge built
diverse communities in Washington, house on the Pleasant Estates aroun
D.C. Mount Pleasant is that ''com- the same time. The estates of Bro
munity in an wban setting."
and Wallbridge comprised the are

n~
I

ing the Civil War.
The holdings of Mount Pleasaljt
were transferred into the hands of

ti on

vations, the community began to
attract residents from the upper bnks
of business and government work
force.
In 1910, the resident s
founded the Mount Pleasant Citizens
Association . Thi s organization
worked to make Mount Pleasant a
family-oriented community by
demanding that such things as local
libraries and schools were built there.
This association secured its neighborhood in 1923 by citing 16th street as

the eastern boundary.
After World War II. white
residents began moving out of older
suburbs like Mount Pleasant . In
1948, a Supre1ne Court ruling
declared housing cov~nants unconstitutional. The decision_caused new
housing opportunities to be available
for blacks. Afterwards, people of
various races moved into the communily.

MOf!lan.
When Mount Pleasant
expanded, the expakoo initiated the
the building of new sJiop.., stores and

other types of facilities. Stores like
Logan· Tailor 's

aqd Cleaners and

Scott's Barbeque ~gan to pop up
aJong Mount Pleasant Street
Although Mount Pleasant
had many setbacks, the neighbcxhood
is still a historic wshict listed on the
National Regisrer qf Historic Places
and Historic Moont Pleasant Inc.
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Nuba people s ffer
abuse in home and
By Carline Windall
Hilltop Staff Writer

New san ct ion s again st
Cuba were approved in the U.
S. House of Representative s,
streng theni ng a 30-year-old
trade embargo against Cuba .
The bill bans U.S. companies
from e ngaging in bu siness
through their foreign sub sidiaries in that country. The
bill also states that aid will be
approved for democratic
forces on the island. The bill.
si1nilar to one passed by the
U .S Se11ate, is accu!ied by
oppo11ents as an attempt by
both po,litical parties to curry
~olitica l favor~ in Sout h
Florida 's Cuban-A meri can
communities in an effo rt to
win vo tes in the November
election.

Prime Mini ster of St. Kitts
a nd Nevis Dr. Ken nedy
Si~nmonds
told1
seve ral
Washin gto11-baSed nationals that
the twin-island Caribbean slate
had much to celebra1e in achi evin g i1s ninth yea r of independence fro m Britain .
He said the country, unlike in

it s colonial period, was no
longer de pending solely on
sugar cane production for its foreign exchange earnings, but was
success full y diversifying the
economy into light industrial
and se rvice industries, partic ularly to touri sm which is now the
major sector.

Simmonds said a new spi ·t
of entreprqieurship was grippi g
the island and locals were gen ating new businesses ani;l jo s.
To this extent, 82 new busine s
licenses ""were iss ued si n e
January, bringing th e total o
about 300 new businesses st
ed over the last 18 months.

,,
ANGOLA
I

Accord ing to the la1est
elections repons from Angola.
Pres ident Jose ~ua rd o dos
Santos, leader of the ru li ng
Popular Movement for the

•

Liberation of Angola (MPLA),
is expected to return to power,
but with less of a majority vote
than was expected. In a contest
for 233 seats in Parli ament,
Dos s 'antos' opponent, Jonas
Savimbi of 1he National Union
for thC Total Independe nce of
Angola (UNITA), is trailing 56
percen1 to 32 to percent. A
ream from the United Nations
observed the two-day elections.
Une lected President Jose

•

Eduardo dos Santos (M PLA)
is expected by the country's
elite and civi l servants to win.
while the U.S-bac ked Jonas
Savin1bi, leader of UN ITA
said he will accept the results
as lqng as the electiojs are
free and fair.

SOUTH KOREA

•

f

Citing normalized relations
Y.'ith Russia and China, South
Korea 's President Roh Tae
Woo said normali zed relations
wilh Russia and Ch in a have
im proved hi s coun try's
char;ices of reunification with
North Korea. He asked more
dialbgue in Northeast Asia is
needed to assis1 in the reunification process. President Tae
Wop said that South Korea is
prepared to be flexible ''i n 1he
number and phasing of bilateral inspections it is demanding
of North Korea to confinn the
absence of a nuclea~ weapons
prqgram." One of the obstacles that remain to the reunificat ion process is u:,'i .and
Japanese hesitation to improve
relations with North Korea.

JAMAICA

r
•
•

'

. In an attempt to returri ~e
favor by Florida to Jamaica in
the aftermath of Hurri ca ne
Gflbert's devastati on of th at
Caribbean island four years
ago. Jamaican Prime Minister
Percival J. Patterson assigned
Mini ster of Touri sm and
Environment, John Junor and
Jan1aica·s Consul General in
Miami, Madge Barrett , '' to
ascertain the condition of
Jamaicans residing in hurri cane-hit Miami and to inform
the Government as soon as
possible.'' The Prime Ministe(
offered Jamaican aid in the
recovery effort\
This column was compiled by

Marcia Murray,
Hilltop Staff Writer

'• '

UN accused of selectivity when i
comes to decision making
By Omowale Elson

Staff Writer
Jamacia 's Prime Minister,
Percival J. Patter so n , has
reminded the United Nations
Security Council of its responsibility to ensure that all members
of th e Gene ral Assembly have
an equal say in the deci sions of
thal international body.
''To 1nainta i11 the co11fide11ce
of the General Assemb ly
requires the Securil)' Col1nci-l's
acceptance of accountabil it y to
· that body. The role and function
ot· the Gener<1I Asse111bly must
be enh a11ced and there 111u st be
non ·selectivity in 1he taking of
deci sion s and the consequent
action to e11force then1.''
Patterso11 told the 47tl1 sessio11 of
the UN last Wednesday.
Patterson said the changes in
the politi cal. ecc> no 1nic , a11d
environme11tal agenda global ly
demanded that the UN unde rgo
changes as \ve ll as reorderi11g its
priorities i11 the process. He sa id
1he organ ization could no longer
remain a passive spectator. but
was ch;1l lenged to take up the

role of operational leadership
and be a catalyst for change

'

photo by Michael Gordon

Prime Minister P.J. Pattersoni11ternati onal ly.
··co nc eding that UN
Secretary General Dr. Boutros
Boutros-Ghali had made proposals for (efor1n the decisions we
111ake must ensure that the vision
is realized and the purposes met.
This orga nization mu st alway s
act in a tran sparent manner so
tha1 it is never subverted by the
intr oductio n o f hege monism
fro1n a11y q uarter. Any new
\vorld ord er mu st be based on

~1

By Michael Hahn

The new Germany?
Over the past few weeks, i~ag es
from the Nazi period in Germany ( 19331945). seem to ))ave been resurrected in
the evening news:
thugs sportin g swastikas and chanting
racist slogans could be
seen attacking and f irebombi ng the
homes of immigrants, witl1
thousands ot· '' regular'' Ger111an citi ze11s
appl aud ing in the
background a11d th e police ru11ni11g for
cover.
Over the past two years, the number at·
reported hate cl-i1nes in
Germany has multiplied to over 2,000 per
year (many more remain
unreported). At least 19 people have been
kill ed by neo- nazi and sk i11head thugs.
Only recently . th e living quarters of
refugees and i1nmigrants (most of who1n
come from Eastern Europe and Africa)
were attacked by right wing mobs in several dozen cities. Many have been fire bombed.
The most widely publicized attacks
took place in late Augu st in Restock in
Northeastern Germany, where neo-nazi s

•

<

excluded! All nations and p o·
pies must be encouraged to sa is-

,...Foreign Forum,
~

the rule of 'law," Patterson sai
''In creating and shaping it,
'
we need Ito be included
but ot

fy their legitimate aspirati ns
and fulfi ~ their dreams," he sa· .
fattersOn, who assu ed
leadership of hi s country foll wing lh~ Jretireirenl of for er
Prime Mini ster Michael Ma ey
this year. although not spec fying hi s concerns. was a so
unhappy with de fi11iti o ns of
human right s being inlerpr ted
and i1nposed by any one state or
group of state s on others. He
said there we re internat io al
conOentions o n econo ic,
so cial, cultural and polit "cal
right s which serve as uni ve sal
standards.
''Once this is accepted, we
can deal effectively and e e11
handedly with a ll violatio11 of
human rights in various part of·
the world. Resolute internal onal action, based on th e c h ter
and other rules of internati nal
law, mu st be applied," Pa11e son
said.

The government of Sudan
has launched a program of systematic human rights abuses
again st the Nuba people of
southern Kordofan, according to
a recent report by the New Yorkbased human rights group Africa
Watch.
Since last year, the Nuba, a
group of non -Arab people living
in the Arab-dominated north of
Sudan, have bee n subjected to
repeated atta c ks from army
patrols and forces of the Sudan
People1's Liberation Army. In
1992, th ese at tack s have' been
stepped up and reached ''horrifying dim e nsion s," according to
Africa Watch.
Villages have been burned,
people killed or ''disappeared''
and ten s of thousa nd s of Nuba
have 'been forced off their ancestral lands and scattered in small
ca mp s thro ug hou t northern
Kordofan.
The Nuba appear lo be
ca ught in the co ntinuing civil
war between government forces

of the largely Muslim north, and
the Sudan People's Liberation
Army of the mainly Christian
south.
'
.Africa Wal c h added that
n1any Nuba vi llages have been
des1royed by the Sudanese army
'
in an atte
mpt 10 flush out people
sus pec1ed of being Joyal to the

SPLA.
The SPLA has been waging
war agair1s1 the Sudanese army

since 1983 in
recognition for
who live in sou
SPLA has con
gain support a
alized peoples
as the Nuba

n effort to gain
he ethnic groups
em Sudan. The
istently tried to
ong the marginf the north, such
Some ethnic
s the Baggara,

•

by government

fcirces. But the uba have never
been anned, n ither by the gov-

ernment militi s nor the SPLA,
and Nuba co~ munit y leaders
have voiced t eir o pposi tion to
the SPLA, wh m they anticipated would bri g trouble to th e

area.
The Afri a Wat ch repo rt ,
Sudan : Eradi ating th e Nuba,
said the Kord fan state govern ment is piano· g to introduce a
screening pro edure which will
ensure that ··~oduc rive '' people,
almost entire! young men, will
be separated rom ''non- productive'' women , ch ildren and the

elderly.

'

Africa )Vatch said the plan to
separate men and women was
not only o min o us, but cou ld
also result in the men being sent
to mechanized farms as laborers
and the women to jobs as servants. The report describes the
government campaign as ''ethnic
cleansing," designed to obliterate the culture and society of the

Nuba people.
Africa Watch said the eradication of the Nuba was being
hidden from the world ·s atte ntion and that '' most irnportantly.
the United Nations has remained
silent."

Cameroon will hold
elections on Sunday
The 'west African stale of Cameroon will decide on its

next president this $11oday.
According to a source ar the Cameroon Embassy in
Washington, D.C:, on Tuesday seven candidates will be vying to
unseat elect-president Paul Diya of the ruling Cameroon
People's Democratic Movement. The milin opposing parties are
the Social Democratic Front (SDF)~ National Union for
Democracy and Progress, Cameroon Democratic ~on (CDU)
and Movement for Democracy and Progress (MOP)..
General Elections were held last year, and the ruling party has
91 of the 180 seats in ParliamenL ThC rest of the seats are split

among three parties: the NDF, MDP and CDU.

att ac ked a housing co mplex for immi - growing ra ism and hate.
grant s for five consecutive night s by
As p iticians and the media paint
throw ing rocks and molotov cocktails, · alarmist pi tures of ''waves''
while thou sa nd s of lo cal re side nt s of hungry, non-white i~mi grants '' invadwatched and applauded. The poli ce main - ing'' pros rous Germany,
ent isolates and concentrates
tained only a minimal prese nce at the the gove
sce ne . and, on the third night. withdrew newly arri ed refugees
altogether for two hours. At thi s ti1ne, the in overcr wded camps, such as the one
thugs sel fire to the building, while about attacked i Rostock. The
150 people were still inside. Fire fighters newcom rs are not allowed to seek
who came to the scene were attacked by e1nployme t, and can only
survive o government handouts. These
the neo-nazi s and had to
withdraw, because the police refu sed to policies fe d popular
perc e pti o s thal associate immigrant s
provide co·1er.
As the flames were raging through the with noi s unsanitary
bottom floors, the
condition , and laziness.
Germ politicians express sympathy
immigrants had to flee to the rooftop .
1·
.
" but
Luckily. five German TV
not '1or th 1mnugrants,
reporters happened to be inside the build- for those whom f~ey consider to be the
ing. Using cellular
''real victyns'' in Rostock:
phones, they ~al led their network for the Ger an citiz'"ens who suffer from
help. Only then did the
deteriora ng living
authorities decide to intervene, to clear conditio s and soaring unemployment.
the way for the fire
Howeve • hard eco non1ic times are no
fighters, and to evacuate the refugees to a excuse for hate, arson and murder - nei' .
.
ther in IJen sonhurst,Ne w York nor in
nearby town. It is
.
anybody's guess what would have hap- Restock, bennany.
The Jople who are actually under
pened to the people in the
burning building if the German journal- attack se~·m all but forgotten :
ists had not been present.
the refugFes from war-tom countries who
While the police are usually ''unavail- thought t ey made it to
able'' or ''outnumbered'' when neo-Nazis safety, o ly to find themselves attacked .
attack people of color, the government by racist obs, their
had no problems in deploying thousands lives thr atened, and left wi1hout ,meanof riot-control officers and paramilitary ingful p tection by the
forces to Rostock to confront an anti- police. eir children, and probably many
racist demonstration ofl5,000 the follow- of the a Its, must lie
ing weekend. However, the German gov- ~wake i terror every night .
In f ct, the neo-nazi attacks fit quite
ernment not only turns a blind eye toward
nee-Nazi terror against people of color, nicely i to the agenda of
Jews, gays, and leftists, it has also laid the the Ge an government which has been
political groundwork for a climate of pushing to limit the right

j

•

to poli1ical asylum. Unti l the Ros1ock
attacks, the government
remained unabl e to mobilize th e overwhelming public support and
the two-third s parli ame ntary majority
required for a
constitutional amendment. Now, after the
right-wing shock-troops
have swung into action, the govern111ent
seems to get what it
wanted. Now politicians of both major
German parties are blaming
the pogroms not on the ne o-naz is and
their local sy mpathizers,
but on the growing number of refugees,
and are calling for curbs
on immigration and the right to political
asylum.
Immigrants and German anti-fascists
are organizing to defend the homes of
people of color in Germany against fur·
ther neo~nazi
attacks and police harassment. They have
called for an International Da y of
Solidarity on November 9, the anniversary of t~e infamous ''Crystal Night ''
attacks against Jews in 1938 Nazi
Germany.
--1~~.Cie?m'bers of the Howard community
who want to get involved
should call the D.C . Student Coalition
Against Apartheid and

Racism at (202)483©4593.

(Michael Hahn)The writer; a Gennan citizen, is a graduate student at Howard
University's
Political
Science
Department.
.
Editor's note. This co(umn is a rerun of
last week's which experienced technical
difficulties.
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STUD NT ORGANIZATION •
PRESID NTS, INVOLVE YOUR
0 GANIZATION IN

•

ESTUDENT
ITYCALEND
SUBMIT A LIST

I

•

F YOUR ACTIVITIES TO OUR OFFICE TO
BE INCLUDED IN OUR
EVENTS CALENDAR

•

EACH MONTH .
1. ALL INFORMATIO SUBMITIED MUsr BE 1YPED DOUBLE SPACED,
TO INCLUDE THE DATE, TIME, PLACE AND LOCATION OF THE EVENT.
•

•

2. A CONTACT PER
SUBMISSION.

OLIVER STONE PRESENTS

3.

N AND PHONE NUMBER MUST ACCOMPANY THE

)?O NOT SUBMIT

NCOMPLETE INFORMATION OR LIST EVENTS/
SPEAKERS THAT
VE NOT BEEN CONFIRMED OR FACILmES/
LOCATIONS THA HAVE NOT BEEN SECURED.
HELP US - HELP YOU .

•

INTERESTED IN SEEING YOUR PROGRAMS
SUCCEED!

FOR FU THEA INFORMATION CONTACT:
•

SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE S C'.R EE NIN G AT
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
•

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 14, 1992

AT

7:30

LESLIE HARRIELL-LEWIS
ASSISTANT DIRE TOR OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES FOR PUBLICATIONS
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
BLACKBURN CENTER, SUITE 117
' KALI C. JONES
I .
BLACKBURN CENTER, SUITE 102
,.
806-7007

•

DEADLINE OCTOBER 15

A CENSUS FORM MU T BE ON FILE INT HE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

•

I

'

'•

•

•

•

.

HOWARD

RSITY HOMECOMING '92

.,
SCHEDULE
23RD · OCTOBER 318T

•

•

I

•

rickets are
On Sale Nowt
CaU Ticketmaster at 202-"32-0200

•

•

•
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THE HOIB
UNIVERS TY
CENTER
L BUSINESS DEVELOPM NT

•

l'rese11ts

•

''Salute to Blacks L
Business Conferenc

•

T/1ird A1111ual

FtJ11rtl1 A111111al

''Student Artist Contest''

"Student Entrepreneurship
Contest-.
S1;011sored by tlze
Eco110111ic Fi11a11ce Deve/op111e11t Corporatio11

a11d
Er11st & Yo1111g

,

.

•

The HUSBDC is looking for Howard
University student "rtists to develop an
artistic illustration based on the theme
"Global Economic Development: B~siness
Oooortunities
for
..
the Future" for tJ1e Conference.

.

If you would like to start a busi11ess, obtain
fu11di11g for a busi11ess or build a business,
pick up your Busi11ess Plan Outline in the
Small Business Develooment Ce11ter. School
Of Business. Rm 125. 'f'or more information
please call (202) 806-1550.

•

If you are looking for an opportunity to
·
display your talents
and receive a $250.00 cash award and prizes,
.
then you are the perso11 we need.
•
,-Stop by the Howard U11iversity Small
Business Development Center in
the School of Business, room 125, to ,oick up

The 'co11test starts October 9, 1992. All
entries must be received by 5:00 p.1n .. Jan1ia1y
15. 1993. A cas/1 award and prizes will be
given to t/1e wi11ner (yo11 must be a Howard
· U11iversity st11dent to enter).

contest rules.
For more infonnation call (202) 806-1550.

The winner will be announced 011 February12, 1993. during the Mid-day Networki11g
Reception at the 8tli a1111ual "Salute to Blacks
iii Busi11ess" Co11ference.

The contest starts October 9, 1992 and all entries must
be in by Nove111ber 13, 1992.
•

T

•

GOOD LUCK
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The Battle of the Senses Remains
Arousing
and
Stimulating
I
.
By Sharmarra Turner

Hilltop Staff Writer

-

A brother in khakis and dreads said, ''thigh high boots on a

'

female .'' A conservative sister in black said, ''a pair of sweats and a
muscle shirt." Another brother passing by said that 'a woman eating

'' I have a thing for men in double-breasted suits and a nice tie,"
Johnson said. ''Something about them is mysterious," she said.
On the other hand, while Shataye Cummings, a junior majoring
in nursing, likes an occasional business suit, she finds the casually
dressed man sexiest of all .
..

"I like a man who's fun-loving and who makes me laugh,"
spaghetti' was especially sexy. When you ask the mfn and wom n
on l;loward's campus, "What is sexy?", there's no telling what you II Cummings said. "That aspect of his personality should •how
through his clothing."
get for an answer.
I

One look at the myriad of colors and styles worn by the pea e
standing on the Yard should give you an indication of the diversity
of answers you'll receive when asking this particularly interesting
question. However, this is Howard University, andlany seasoned stu·
dent knows there will always be those who melt at the sight of
someone sporting the conservative ''business look'' .. Being a favorite
among Howard women, the sophisticated look still seems to spark a
weakness in many brothers. Michael Boyer, a junior majoring in
mechanical engineering, is one of these men.
1
''To me, thi s look says that a woman is intelligent and independent," Boyer said.
Andre Smith, a freshman majoring-in engineering, agrees.
''A woman with class doesn 't have to flaunt everything at once,"
Smith said. ''I'm attracted to someone who can come at you from

different angles," he said.

·

Some Howard women also share this view.
Johnson, a junior majoring in nursing.

On~

of them is Kesha

While the outside appearance of a good-looking man or woman
can easily get our juices flowing, so can many other things. For
instance, conveying confidence and assurance are two instant tumons men lik~ to see in women.
''There's nothing like watching a woman walk in and work a
room," said Courtney Phillips, a sophomore majoring in english.
''That is so sexy to me, a self-assured woman who is still very
feminine,'' he said.
Sophomore Renee Phipps agrees with this principle.
''Wh.en a man knows what he wants out of life, I find that sexy,"

I
I

-

Phipps said.
No one can dispute that these opinions are popular on campus,
as well as outside of ' Howard 's World' . However, when naming
what is sexy, one must not forget that thCre are other senses besides
sight. On the following chans, HU studeilts express what they feel is

'

sexy, and what they feel ii not. As you will soon f19d out, the opinions are as varied as the diversity of the students.
•

•

,

SEXY

SEXlER

SEXlEST

HOT FUD.GE
RUNNING
WATER
•
A SUNNY DAY
LIPS
PEACHES
GUITAR
VIOLET
1E1.ECTRIC CAN-OPENER
,
MOTORCYC1.E
·TICKLING
COTTON
A CRUSH
BIRTHMARK

WHIPPED CREAM
ICE '
HEAVY RAIN ,
NECK
STRAWBERRIES
BONGOS
RED
TOASTER
JEEP
CARESSING
SILK
AN AFFAIR
DIMPLES

HONEY
STEAM
MORNING FOG
THIGHS
CHERRIES
SAXOPHONE
BLACK
BLENDER
PORSCHE
STROKING
•
1.EATHER
A LOVE
•
MOLES
•

•

•

Howard Players making a difference on and off campus
By Melissa Wood

group to serve as ambassadors of goodwill as they
Hilltop Staff Writer
toured two plays throughout Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Germany at the reque st of the
When artistic individuals come 1ogether to form a Norwegian government.
collective, the end resul1 is usually dyna"mic. The
The new generation of Players has added to the
Howard Players, an organization that has been acre- group's· original mission. They have a commitment
ative force at Howard University since 1907, is no to celebrating the lives and addressing the concerns
of all persons belonging to the African Diaspora.
exception.
''This year, our major goal is to make sure that
Thi s po ~erful stud ent production co1npany,
whose membersh ip once included the like s of with this body, we give the students an ave_nue to
Debbie Allen, Phyl icia Ra s ha~, Lynn Whitfield, and perform their crafl and stabilize it so that they can
Ossie Davis, continues to strive for artistic and acad· continue on years after," said K. Leland Rivers,
emic excellence, and to uphuld the standards created president of Howard Players and a junior majoring
in musica1 .theatre.
by its original Players.
One of the objectives of the organization is to
Their purpose, as stated in the organization's first
announcemeht, is to es taOli sh a National Black create a unified membership of theatre artists.
··w e want to make the organization what it was
Theatre where the black playwright, actor, musician, ~
dancer, artist, etc., can work in concert to fashion a intended to be- a university-wide organization includrama that will win the respect and admiration of sive of the entire1University, including students outside the School of Fine Ans," Rivers said. ''.We'll
the world.
The legacy left by the early Players-is long and need them in order to accomplish a lot of things.''
The company is about 40 members strong and
glorious. They achieved world-wide recognition in
1949 . Under the leadership of Anne Cook, the consists of an executive board, a production staff
Howard Players became the first college drama and the general body.
0

I

The Howard Players is not only a functioning
artistic organization on the Hor.:ard Universi.ty cam·
pus, but in the Washington, D.C. community as
well.
It has produced three ori inal works that were
performed for the commun ty including ••qear
Martin ... ", ''Skin I'm In'', and 'The Nubian Family'',
Last year, under the directjon pf their advisor, Mike
Malone (who has directed on rroadway and is a former Howard Player), they ent red the D.C. One Act
Festival- a comJ>etition bet een community theatre groups in the city. They rfonned a play entitled ''Parting••, written by Nub a Kai, which rece.ived
a best actress award and an ac r's commendation.
The Players has proven to a viable force within the School of Fine Ans th' t helps bring the students together; a role it hop s to play within the
University as well.
''We want to become the entity that provides a
link between the stude nt in the School of
Communications, the School f Business and other
schools and the community, said Senior Theatre
Administration major Tanya arnett.
''It's not a social club, b tan organization that

want~

to create an atmosphere for work and business," she added.
The group emphasizes the fact that it is a ·functioning organization for all artistic endeavorswriters, visual artists, musicians , technical artists,
etc. This also includes those outside of Howard.
Although the season does not officially begin
until February, the company's first activity will be a
benefit production in November to aid the Miami
hurricane victims.
''Our purpose is to get the University and the
community together upon causes that need attention," Rivers said.
To accomplish this, the production will be a variety show displaying not only the talents of Howard
Players, but anyone from the University and the
community. The profits will go to the Red Cross.
The company also wants to adopt a theatre or organization related to the performing arts that was damaged by the hurricane.
The benefit will be held during Thanksgiving in
order to encompass the homeless in D.C. The company plans to hold a canned food drive and other
activities to benefit the homeless as well.
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Gallery features Archibald J. Motley Jr., i1:J. exhibit
1

By Nicole R. Wiiiiams
Hilltop Staff Writer

'

•

at the School of the Arts
lnstitute of C hicago where he
graduated in 1918.
During hi s co ll ege years,
Motley became highly profi·
cient in figure paint ing. To nurture this talent , Motley hired
models and asked family members to po se ~or him. His portrait s exemplified hi s strong
feeling for composition and
color.
As a young painter, Motley
was honored in a one-man
exhibition at New York ~ity's
New Gallery in 1928. For this
exhibit, h ~ painted seve ral
imaginative depictions of
African tribal myths.
The following year, Motley
s pent a year in Pari s on a
Guggenheim
Fellowship.
During his stay in Pari s, Motley
portrayed ,the stree t s and
cabarets of the French capital in
hi s work.
•
'' In Blue s'' was his be st
known painting. This painting
captured the exciting mood of
night life among African and
French communities. Despite
this recognition, Motley found
little financial success from the
portraits that he painted in the
first years of his career. .
When M otley re lurned to
the states, he applied his talents
to the subject of everyday life
in <;hicago's Bl ack Belt. The
painting created during this
period were deeply innuenced

The Corcoran Gallery of
Art will host it's first retrospec'
tive exhibition of multi-talented
artist. Archibald J. Motley, Jr.,
on Saturday, October I 0
through Sunday, January 3,
1993.
"The Art of Archibald J.
Motley, Jr." features 72 of the
artist's paintings, as well as
some of his drawin.gs, pho,
tographs. letters and other doc·
llmentary material .
The exhibition examines
Motley·s career from hi s works
as a student to the more politi ca 1 works at the end of hi s
career. It is the first opportunity
ever to ev{tluate the complexity
and diversity of this twentieth century artist.
Although, Motley 's paintings have been included in
recent black art exhibitions,
they have nev.e r been presented
., in such an in depth examination. The exhibition brings
'
Motley into the mainstream of
American art history and presents him as an artist respond\ i!"lg to the currents of
Modernism as well as the New
Negro Movement.
Motley was born in New
Orleans in 1891, but grew up
.
on Chicago's South Side. He
received his acaj:lernic training

'

J

photo courtesy Corocan Gallery of Art

One of "Motley's most famous paintings is his Black
Belt, which depicts the typical black Chicago's night. ce ntury black art.
"The Art of Archibald J.
Motley, Jr.'' is accompanied by

'
photo courtesy of Corcoran
Gallery of Art
One of Motley's many paintings that will be featured in
the exhibit at the Gorocan is Mending Socks, 1924. ·
by the rhyth1n s, vibrant colors. dt1ced a nu1nber of wo rk, howand melodic harmonies of ever '·The First One-Hundred
jazz. Motley' s pai~tings fea - Years·· was the 111ost imp9rture the dance halls. stdre-front tant. The painting expressed
churches. and social clubs that Molley·s political concer11s.
blacks in Chicago frequented \vhich \Vas a sharp contras t
from his earlier \VO rk .
in the 20s, 30s. and 40s.
Motley died i11 198 1, but is
Toward the end of his
c;1reer. Motle y ventured oi·r still recognized as one of th e
i11t o nev. directions. He pro- 1·ou11ding figures of tv.1entieth
1

. a fully illu s trat ed, I 50-page
ca talogu e that include s an
introduction
by
Floyd
Coleman, chairperson of the
Department of Art at Howard
University.
The catalogue also includes
a biographical essay, a study of
the C hicago soc iological and
artistic context of Motl ey's
caree r, and a catalog·ue of
known works by M otle y pub1is hed by the Chicago
Hi storical Society .
The Corcoran Gallery of

1

Art offers a wide range of educatio~al programs to accompany lhe exhibit. One of the
ni ajor events is a free co mmunit)' Family Day on October 25
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It will
feature a jazz brunc h, children's filrns. tap dancing, and
story telling.
The gallery is located at the
corner of 17th St. a nd New
York Avent1e. and is open
Tue sday thr ough Sunday, I 0
a.n1. to 5 p.m. and Thursday
evenings until 9 p.m.
For more informatio n on
this exhibit or any of the related progran1s a nd acliv i1i es, ca ll
(202) 638-3211.
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D.C.'s cookin' on Columbus Day
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: By DALLAS W. JACKSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
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. up:
Taste of D.C. w_ill be cook1n
Date: Sunday and Monday, Oct.11-12.1992
Hours: 11 :OOatn - 6:00p111
Location:
Pe nn sy lvania Avenue. t·ro1n 9th
to 14t11 streets N.W.
Metro: Take the Blue. Ora11gc <lr Red Li11e 10
Metro Center: \valk
t \VO
blocks
south to Pe11nsylvania Avent1e..
Price: Free ad111issio11 and entcrto1in111ent. Food
and beverage
iten1s are available
from $3.50-$5.00 and can be
purchased with Taste tickets. Tickets \vill be
sold onsite. Tickets are ;1vailabl e i11
$5.00 s he~t s . .
Public Info:"(202) 724-5430

.

Thfs Columbus Day weekend, the citizens ' of D.C. will
. experience an extraordinary
variety of j 'nternational cuisines at the city's
Second-Annual Taste of D .C. Internati o nal
Food and Music Festival.
The event is expected to host more than
half a m illion people w.ho wil l be treated to
mouth watering cuisines ranging ffo1n spicy
Jamaican dishes and old-style Southern barbe·
cue to authentic It alian food s and classic
American fare. Some of the Taste restaurant
participants include : Hard Rock Cafe, Zed's
Ethiopian Restaurant, Hunan Express, Enrico's,
Lavandou, La Fonda, Negri! Eatery, Juli o's, \
Fish Wing s a.nd Ting s, Old Glory, Pappa 's Exciting special ~eatures will include:
C6icken, Charlie Chiang's, J.Paul 's. Gepetto's,
The American Cafe, Thai Town, and many Science Fiction factory: Space-age innovati on
more. What starving co ll ege s tudent cou ld in the Hi9h-Tech Arena, a video-gaine pavilion ,
an outdoor video screen. and a ha11ds-0 11 Virtual
resist?
. While njoying these heavenly interna- Rea'.lity ex perience wi ll provide an exciting peek
tional delights· two stages of free, live entertain- at life in the 2 l st ce ntury and beyond.
ment will offe headline and local artists to keep
the crowd gro ·n'. This is a guaranteed pany Family Fun Stop: Storytellers, 111usicians, face
featuring 14 ho rs of music by mo~e than 20 painti11g and olher interactive games will enter·groups, including Kid C reole and .the Coconuts, tain kids of all ages.
Third World and Pieces of. ~ ' Dream . Local
a rti sts include bluesman Bobby Parker, Hiram Walker Culinary Showcase:
Caribbean sounds from Third Eye, and gospel Nationally and locally- recognized c hefs will
by Union Temple Baptist Men's Chorus. These show how they prepare the di s hes that made
musical acts promise something for everyone. them fam ous-=-A dazzling ice scu lpture exhibit
Other exciting featu res will include a Science and other deinonstrations will delight gourmets
Fiction Factory (sponsored by the Sci-Fi chan- and gourmands alike.
nel), a Family Fun S'lop, and Hiram Walker
Culinary Showcase.
International Crafts Bazaar: One hundred
The Taste of D.C. ce lebration will local and international artisians, some creating
tran sform five blocks of Pennsylvania Avenue on-site, will d isplay and sell jewelry, textile s
into a college student's heaven complete with and c lothing, furniture, pottery, and phofood, music, and fun.
tograph s, al l originals of excel lent quality.
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

•

Minority Io rStudents
Choose one or more subject areas from the following list :
Health Fields ; Business & Law ; Eng . ·& Science; Education ;
Journalism; or , Any Major . $15 . 95 for each booklet which
contains over 60 pages of sources of financial aid. Mail
check or money order to 1 Chandler Pers o nnel Service , 4571
Kirkwood Hwy ., Suite 151, Wilmi gton, Delaware 19801

A

A

PERCY MAIN/LEGENDE PRODUCTION

RIDLEY SCOTT FILM GERARD 0EPAADIEU 1492:CONOUEST OF PARADIS
ARMAND ASSANTE AND SIGOURNEY 'WEAVER ...u,~~ VANGELIS

o• .. •c:To" o, ADRIAN BIDDLE .

a.s.c. ""ooue•f.~· MAAC eovMAN

AND

RosEL vNE Bose

w••n•N
Ros ELVNE BOSCH
SOTELA AND IAIN SMITH
ev
..... DOUC:l.111
l! l lOICfCO R
D EV SCOTT
""ooue:e RIDLEY SCOTT AND ALAIN GOLD~AN .
~v I ~,.,,,.
_. ..,_
ittw,ml"
Attf:>?~..41!MfS-.. ... ~.A!S!~

""o'ao"'"'""v
1a1c:uT1\11 MIMI POLK

..
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People
Howard ad".isor juggles cou,nseling, the-ministry
•

•

,

•

By Chelsea L. Stalling

for her church. However, to
Hilltop Staff Writer
be an ordained minister,
Brown must go back to
''It is n1y desire for young school.
people to know Christ in a real
''I would like to go to
way."
Temp le University 1n
These are the words of Ms Philadelphia and ullimately
Kathi G. Brown. a woman who become dean of the chapel
lives two lives. Sl1e serves as of a historically Blackboth program assis1ant to the College," said Brown. ''So
School of Com111uniCations watch out Dean Crawford
Annenberg Honors Progra1n as (HU)."
well as youth n1inister at the
A demanding schedule
Kontee AME •Zion Church in leaves Brown with little
Northeast Washington. Brown time to indulge 10 he ·~<,;,
has managed to extend her rela- favorite h obby which is
tionships .\vith young people .. shopping. But when time
from the hall s of C.B. Powell to permits, her indulgence is
the pulpits of churches through- stric tly the color purple.
out the com1nL1nity.
From vio let hats and dresses
''God led 1ne ·lo tl1e 111i11istry. to an office desk lined with
I've known since 1986. but I purple folders, pencils and
didn't want to accept it.'' sa id the coffee mugs , purple t s
Harlem nati\'C.
found in every corner of he
ft: si111plc operation i11 1988 to roon1.
get a nodule removed fro111 her
''Purple 1 makes me dance
vocal chords- left Bro\vn speech- inside," she said with a grin.
less for da)is.
''Pl us. it represents royalty."
'• J couldn·t speak for five
Although -she grew up
days. I had 1aken for granted nl)' with only one older brotbe
ability to talk. Right then I knew and is presently single,
that I needed to be obedient and Brown is constantly surrounded
respond.·· sa id Brown.
by those who love and adore her.
And respond s he did by
Mark Anthoni Thoma s,
preaching and teaching the Word 'senior· philosophy major, is
of God.
Brown's godson.
Brown, who is a graduate of
''I've gained so much wisdom
Salem College in West Virginia (from Brown) that I can use; like
and University of Maryland in in relationships. She teaches m;Baltimore, is presently in her how to treat people, and she
se.cond year of a four year course points out character flaws withto become an ordained elder. out making me feel bad," said
These courses are require111ents Thomas.

•

Annenberg Honors stu-

''The podium is simply a
piece of wood to me. I can stay
at my seat or preach from the
back of the church,'' said Brown.
As a local preacher, Brown's
duties include· teaching Bible
I
stUdy, leadirig Sunday services,

dents such as Lany Brown
look to Ms. Brown not only
for counseling in academics but in personal affairs

-

as well.

''Ms Brown is like a
second mother to me. She and preaching at Kontee Baptjst
always sits calmly alld lis- -·Church and/ abroad. This year
tens to my problems. She's marks her ftrst era of extensive
easy to talk with and offers travel. •
a lot of good advice," said
''I've been to Preach in '
Brown.
Pennsylvan ~a, a workshop
Women who seek New Jersey, and many different
careers in the ministry conferences," said Brown.
often suffer ridicule from
At the close of this interview,
other ministers and follow..: she will be flying off to a confer·
ers of cenain faiths. Many ence in San Jose, Ca. to meet
believe that a woman's with other ministers and to parplace is in the pew and not ticipate in various workshops.
in the pulpit.
But before rushing off, she
Fortunately for Brown, reaches in her desk, pulls out her
her decision to preach has Bible and turns to her favorite
triggered little opposition. verse, Matthew 9: 36.
However. there was a time
''But when he saw the multi•
when she visited a church tudes, he was -moved with comand all ministers were passion on them, because they
asked to come to the pulpit. fainted, and were scat tered
When she arrived, the pas- abroad, as sheep having no sheptor allowed everyone to 1. herd.''
introduce
themselves
''During thi s ~ime in my life,
except Brown. She thought that this verse suits me best. It helps
he had made an innocent mis- me to remember that I need to be
. take until he continued to ignore as compassionate as Jesus was,''
her presence.
said Brown.
Brown was later informed by
Ms Kathi Gertrude Brown
some of the women members really knows her destiny in life,
that female ministers were not when she says,
'
comivonplace in their church.
"My coming to Howard
Brown completely understands assures me that I am called to the
the views of other churches and ministry to work with young
abides by their doctrines when people."
visiting.

U'
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•

•

Former Harvard professor examines the .depths of ra?ism
By Ellen Nutter
Hilltop Staff Writer

Derrick Bell \\ as di sn1isSed from his te11l1red position at Harvard La"'.. School
tafter _refu si11g to cease -a l\VO
year leave of absence in
prott;;st of the lav. sc hool's
lack of minority fe111ale faculty members .
Bell joined Harvard
Law School' ~ faculty twenty
years ago and becan1e the t"irst
black faculty n1e1nber 10
recei ve tenure. Bell's experience then is an appropriate
launching point for hi s new
book ''Faces at the Bottom of
the Well: The Pern1anence of
Racism. "
Bell , who is a noted sc holar and Ja,v profe sso r, examines the dire c tion of current
civil right s acti\1 is m and the
inCongruity ot· it s approach
given the pern1anent nature of
racism. Hi s approach may be
hard to digest given its futile
nature , but Bell insists that the
permanence of racism should
be viewed as the ultimate reason to resist, not the ultiffiate
defeat.
1

'

.

•

'

model s of existential thought,
Bell quite effectively places
the African-American in the
.
J
role of the Camu s 1an Ab s urd
Hero who with all knowledge
of the futility of his struggle
against oppressive forces continues re s i stance, but not in
hopes of ultimatel y affecting
change or acquiring concrete
manifestations of human
progress.
In stead , he does it because
it derives pleasure from the
struggle its.e lf. The Absurd
Hero comprehends the futility
of action, but nobly pits himself' ag.ainst inevitable forces
· despite the ill hope for a
changed society. Bell brings

•

-~·--

- -· -

-

When he

he

describes aliens

the Dream , but Bell takes

offering solutions
to the United
States' economic
and environmental
problem s
10

heed and instead discusses a
''racial realism'' theory. As
we thrust into the n'e xt millennium, Bell's points · should be
considered. Do we pledge
allegiance to the abstract
ideals of civil rights laws, or
•
U.o we take a more pragmatic
took at the reality of oUr situation and modify our actions
accordingly?

fetched like that
of the Space
Traders.
chapter,

However, · thi s
story s trikes an
unnerving chord
as it seems to imitate the historical
behavior of the
United States who
have willing sacrificed the Ii ves of
black s
for a
brighter tomorrow
for .
whites.
Historically

collective ly

acknowledge this

1

In this

1

exchange for the
black population .

black people must

By employing the

.

struggle only to face a more
covert
in stit utionalized
racism , one must wonder if
Bell doe s indeed have a valid
point. It may be uncomfort1
able reading as it would be
soothing to see a nicely packaged so lution that will fulfill

asked her why she
continued to work
t'or the desegregation of her community 's schoo l s, she
replied, ''I can't
speak for everyone,
but as for me , I am
•
an old woman. I
Jives to harass
white folks."
Bell finds
inspiration in this
woman's words and
discloses a thesis
that co n.eludes that
raci sm can never be
eradicated, and that

.

'

body to an intelligently constructed
style. His. stories
can seem far-

1964.

1

.

1his down to e ~rth
1
when he describes
Siona MacDo nald ,
a community organizer who he met in
Mississippi during
1he summer of

up from the bot·

tom of the well
while whites continue to practice
••racial nepotism.''
Our responsibility
is \ to make sure
out fac·e s are seen
even if we remain
at the bottom .
However, Bell's thesis
presents a prdblem. Where do
1
we find the reward if true
hope does not exist? We must
find the reward in our com·
mitment to fight, not in the
prospect of obtaining equality.
As he states, ''Because while
no one escapes death, those
who conquer their dread of it
are freed to live more fully.''
Yet, it is difficult to adjust to
this mode of thinking. But as
we have seen our people

and engaging. The most crucial factor, however, is that
the book is very comprehens 1ve; he makes it easy to
grasp the complexity of his

philosophical approach. It is
not grudgingly academic, but
retains the ' quality of a thorough examination .

It may not provide the pep
rallying call to get out there
and fight because it leaves
•
all of the preten se of ''over·
coming'' at the door. He
breaks it down so that all can
hear. Wheth e r we agree or
not, it is a perspective to be
reckoned with, one we may
find ourselves embracing
· more and more .
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Bell's book is bold

scapegoated,
blacks only peer

fact.
From this
confirmation
of
racism's permanent
existence,
Bell
implores blacks and
whites to engage in
a discussion that
examines cur rent
approaches
to
racisln and civil
rights laws and proposes nd~ methods of effeclive act..C1sm.
The format of the
book gives it an immediate
appeal and readability. Bell
invokes the talents of Geneva
Crenshaw who is the fictional
'' lawyer-Prop het'' of the book
''And We Are Not Save."
With her, Bell c reate s an
ongoing dialogue that covers
the dilemmas of the current
state of affairs. He uses alle·
gorical stories to initiate the
conversations which give ful!

•

/

•
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•= rec charged
TBA= dale IO be announced

.Co11c1rt Cltolr .Jow1i .Guitar En11mbl1
.Jou E1111mbl1 .Op1ro Worklhops .Bross En11mbl1

.Exhlbldons
.Foroms . Ltctures
.Panels . l\lorkshops

TM Na1i0ttaily Acr:laiwwd Howard UnivtrJity Show 111M Band
pttfomu al all Bison howw /001ball & baiV1ba/I gatMJ afld al
TM Was.\ing1011 -lh1111er NFL Ga'"'1 af RFK .'itadivtn 10-12-92.

OCTOBER

'

..... 10

Dalgn Jlliutralion Work5hop ....
College or Fine Arts. Room 20 lti
10:30 am. - 1:30pm.

Concert a.olr
lnlttmUon.. r~llval Of Unlvrrsity C.:hoin
-OlrCClona·Scville-Valencia, Spain ...............•...•.................... 14-2 1

" Janw5 A. Portrr, Artis! and Art l ,l i~t~•riarr.
Tht !\.1rmory of the 1,rgac,·" •: •hll1lllo11 ..
Gallery Of An 6:30-8:30 pm
Exhibit opening:
Exhibition Da1e.s: Octobcr 15 - Janu:tr) R. 1'>'11

G•ltar Emembk In Conart ..................................................... 16
Kennedy Centre, Terrace ThcalCC, 7:30pm•

Howard Unlvenlly Jau En.wmhlr........................................... 18
Elhnk: Heritage Festival
Bureau Of Engraving And Printing, I I :OOam

... 2.'i

Gallery Talk................................. .
StamWlda Bull0Ck-Frathers1onl.'. llt1 IJ
Gucs1 C urator,
Gallery of Art. 3:00 pn1.

Jaa:Ememble
Congrcuklnal Black Caucus Branch ........................................... 27
Blactburn Ccn1er. 11 :00 am

Guinta Lada Btnnttl ·Dallas TX (Sr., Dir1cting}
"Crackin 'Up" !'laywright, 1992 Student Production

. ......... 2<J

Gallery Talk and Tour ........ .
Gallery of An. 6:30 pm

NOVEMBER
Concerl Cbolr............................................................................... 1
Michigan Part Christian Church

f\10VE!JIBER
.......... 1.'i

"Jamt5 A. Portrr .. Galltr)' l "alk an1! ·r,1ur

WIWI. D.C., 4:~m .

Gallery of Art,
12:00 noon. 2:00pm, J:30p1n
2nd Annual Romare Beardtn l.e(lurt
"African Textiles and Designs in

St rlt~

Readings .Plays .Ma11r·ClaJ111
.Musical Theatrt Productton1 .CoactttJ

.. ! 7

(I ).

Conternpcr.uy African American IJre ~s"
Barbara Starke,Ph.D
Human E.cology . Living Roon1. 3: I:" prn

Concert Band Concct"t ................................................~ .............. 17
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel, 12:40pm.

SEPTEMBER
"Without

Co~nt"

Staged Reading ."............................................................................ 23
Ira Aldridge llleatre. 7:45 pm

'

...... 19

Gallery Talk and Tour........... .
Gallery of Art, 6:00 pm

Jaa Enlemble ra11 Conctrt........................ ,.............................. 24
!!Win Cbapel, 12:40pm.
•
DECEMBER
Col1eert Choir A.nnUlll ChrlslmU Concrrt .............................. 13
Dunbanm Chapel, We!t Campus. 6:00pm•

OCTOBER

"Bqlnning Tbr Canon: Janw~ A. )'orlt r
and Afrkan·Anwrican Ari Hlstor'"
College of Fine Arts
Young Scholars Fon11n/Lrc111rt'

SEPTEMBER

"The Slnm" by Richard Wnley ................................ 7-10, 15·17
Ira Aklridge Theatre, 7:45pm•

... .'i

Purl Primu.5 Ma5ttr Daner Cla.u............................................ 23
Burr Gym. 5:00-6:30 pm•
•

l're'IC.'ntati(lll~

NOVEMBER
'Antigonr" by Sophochs ............................................. 11 -14,19-21
Ira Aldridge Theatre, 7:45pm• c:,
Garth Fagan Maslrr Dance Class................•:........................... 13
Burr Gym. 5:00-6:30pm•
Garth Fapn Danca Company Conctrt .................................... 15
Cramton Auditorium, 7:)0pm•

DECEMBlia

-~-

Prarl Prlmu Dance Concert ..................................................... ]
Cramton AudilOtium. 7:30pm•

Pnrl Prlmu Dance Conctrt ..................................................... 12
Kennedy CcnlCf, Terrace Theatre, 7:30pm•

MarcUJ Devon Rabb-Boltimort, Md (Graduate Studtnt,
Jau S1udi11) 1991 LE. Moten fellowship to
Fontainebleau, France

JANUARY

•

C-ertO.otr
flflb Annual O>oral Tribute To Dr. Manin Lutbcr King Jr........ 13
Kennedy Center Concert Hall. 8 :~•

~

Howard Vnlvcrslly Jazzlct ...................................................... 27

Christina M. Moore-Portn1ore, Ja11lilic,1 (5"r. Grapliic
Design) Certificate of Acco111plish111er1t fiJr Ou1sra11ding
Performance in Design, 1992.
Designer of the Cofi\ 1992-91 (';1fe11d11r

Kennedy Ccnlcr, Foyer, 12:00 noon

FEBRUARY
Concrrl Cholr ........................................................................ r .......6
Montgomery College, Rockville. Md.,8:00pm -·
'
-

MARCH
C... btadon Of Black Musk ................................... :....................4
Dept. Of Music, Cramton Aud. , 8:00pm•

11\NUARY
·Se~ed

Treuura fr om the
Pa-manent Collec:1ioo : Recent AquisiliOfls
and Traomllttat.• ............................. .. . ..
Gallery of Ari, Exhibi.t Opening, 4:30 pn1·(> lf1 pi•·
Exhibition dates: Januilr} 27- l"tl:-t1L" 1 ~ ·

Jazz EMtmbic Spring Concrrt................................................. 18
Andrew Rankin Mi:morial Chapel. 12:40pm

. ... 27

Ila vd Uniftl"aity Braa Enltfnble ......................................... 27

Kennrdy C.enler-Foyer, 12:00 noon

/· /'Hlll·r\RY
2nd Annual Roma re Rtarden I. el tutf"
L.V.Childers Hall, Colleg,• of 1111e ·\•\,

'i~ • i•~

APRIL

10

111 1

Opera Sludtnls RKlelal .............................................................. 7
Helen Goldsby. Soprano;Lcslie Thompson, Soprano, William
Manin, 8ari1onc
Kennedy Center. Foyer. 12:00
\

3:15pm
\1~1Rl'lf

62nd Ann11al Jur~d Studrnt 1-::C hihlli<l ••.
Gallery or Art, Exhibi1 Openin~ : 4:30·6· ~Op111
Exhibition.Dales: March 2·29

... .2

Concert Choir................ ............................................................. 11

National Gallery Or An. 7:00pm.

APRIL
23 Annual Fatuity E.,;hlbition ............. .
Gallery of An, Exhibit Opening: 4:.'0prn-6: ~Oprn

4th Annual Jamrs A. Porter
Colloquium on African American 1\rl (Isl

..7

St'~'i<•n)

Hope L Boykins (Jr.)· Durham.NC, Bernard
J.tartinez.-Brown (Fresh.) - Dallas TX., and Andriette
Y. Holmes (Soph.) · Houston, TX., of the HU Dance
Ensemble
FEBRUARY
Playwriting Showcase ............................... :............................... 2-6

.. ' .. .11

4:30-6_:30pm .
4th Annual Jamrs A. Porter
Colloquium on Afrltan An1t'ricao Ar I (2nil
10:00am-4:30pm

St'~,;,. 11 )

.

B.F.AJM.F.A Thesis Exhibition ..................... .
Gallery of An, Exhibit Opening. 4· 1,()prn·6·3(>iun

"J"BA

..... IU

4

Concert Choir
Kennedy Cenlcr Community Chwus ......................, ...............22
Kennedy Center Concen Jlall
•

MARCH

11-fA Y
.... ..... '7

Coacert Band Jan Ensrmblt .................................................... 13
Yoong People's Cono:n
CramlOO Aud .. 10:30ain
•

P~psl Bethel Jai:i: O.ncr ......................... .'...............................lBA

Master Dance Class. TBA
l\.1uskal Production TBA ...................................................... 10-14
Dislinguisht'd Artisi Series

Cramton Au<lilOrium. 7:4Spm•

Jazz Enlembk ............................................................. ................26
Univcrsily Big Band Concert
University or The Dlstric1 9f Col~bii.

Jan E.r.embac ...........................................................................28
National Building Museum .,8:00pm

MAY
Cwa I Cltolr Anwl Spring Coacert...................................... 2

1-' estival of Fttnth Dancr........................................................... 18
- Cramton AudilOrium, 8:00pm•

AliDew Rankin Memorial Cbapcl, 6:00pm

APRIL
Talley Beatty Modrrn Dan« .................................................lBA
Master Dance Class, Burr Gym, TBA
, Howard University Dance EnHmhle
Concerl.....................................................................................9,10
Ira Aldridge Theatre, 7:30pm•

!r·-----------------..,:orr,..,-.....-----------------,I
I
VVIV/ITV/IT

!Jeff R. Oonaldson ...................................................................Dcan

Adekoye .'unwkt Adams- Wn .~hingron,DC
(Soph.,Experimental Studio) First P/r1ct Pr1i11t1n,i;
Award, 1992 Student<ExhilJition
Photographs by Winston Kennedy fc~ctpc when= nr•r<I)
Design Ass1.1t•occ Dy ·111ca J urt>cn

~~= I

!·1·tjtobia II . Benjamin..............................................
and Directa orlbcc..11ery or An

!
:

f

(2:02)806-1070

:J. Weldon Norris ..............................................Din:aor,Univcnity I
:

.

Choirs and Bands.and Chairman,

Dept.dMltlicl

~~~
Dircdor,f

!rloyd W. Coleman ......................................
:
I
(202)8067047
:Albert C. Freeman ............................Ch.-Urman &: i\njSlic
:
Dept orTia&re Mi I

· Htltn L Go/dsb.v -Goldsboro, NC (Sr., W>ice
Ptrfonnon,·e) '/992 Aspen Music School Scholarship
Winner

L-------------••-•••••••••••••·-·•-•••-•••••••••:J
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YOUR CHECK IS ON HOLD
STUDENTS WITH THE FOLLOWING ID NUMBERS REPORT
.TO THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID 'IMMEDIATELY!!!
ROOM .211 - M.W. JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
'

'

USE THE FOLLOWING LEGEND TO dEJERMINE WHY YOUR CHECK IS ON HOLD.
•
r
•

.'

'

•FINANCIAL AID TRANSCRIPT
**CERTD'ICATION
VERIFICATION
<
***VERIFICATIO!li
#STUDENT Am REPORT 1992-1993
##VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AWARD LETTER
###ALIEN RESIDENT CARD
.
+DISLOCATED WORKERS FORM
•
++GRADUATE STUDENT QUESTIONAIRE
+++NO CLASSES/NOT VALIDATED

'
•

..
•

.·
•

•

.

( NOLEGEND SYMBOL) ENTRANCE/EXIT INTERVIEW--REPORT TO THE OFFICE OF
. FINANCIAL AID AND STUDENT EMPLOYMENT FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

•

005-405
011-929++
025-875*
042-498•
043-509
046-321
056-191
056-191
'
056-712+++
057-947*
062-481++ •
063-15154**
063-8015##
.
064--1597••
0615-411***
068-9915
070-493*
071-218•

084-099
084-114+++
084-345+++
084-518
084-702*
085-034*
085-159
085-318
085-481
085-724•••
086-334+++
086-487
087-072+++
087-222
088-015+++
088-930+++
089-517*
089-708+++

071-483*
072-387.
072-918;1-++
076-480+++
077-217*
077-677
.
077·318
078-898+++
079-448
080-012+++
081-504
082-370
082-448+++
082-634
'
083-299+++
083-498*
083-665
084-030

089-726
089-837
089-876
089-930
090-109
090-344
090-387
090-463
;·090-524
090-615
090-632
090-671+++
090-9815
090-999
091-038+++
091-047
091-052
091-097

•

•

091-252
091-360###
091-472
091-536
091-508
091-551•••
091-554+++
091-590'
091-699
091-716
091-835
091-980
092-011
092-0151
092-077
092-078+++
092-147
092-153*

092-154
092-210
092-244
092-272
092-389
092-376'
092-406
092-467
092-518+++
092-519+++
092-535
092-15150
092-151515
092-603
092-668*
092-677
092-702
092-776

092-859+++
093-210
093-226
093-355
093-358
•
093-409
093-513+++
094-090
094-277
094-291
094-507
094-724
094-771+++
·094-8615+++
0915-049
0915-279
095-374
095-485

095-670
095-706
095-728
095-919
096-049
096-063
096-115
096-236
096-520
096-583
096-657
096-931
097-133*
921-091

'

: HURRY - HURRY - DO NOT Llj_T YOUR CHECK
· GO BACK TO THE LENDER
•

"O COME LET US SING UNTO THE LORD ... "

*********SPECIAL NOTICE*********

•

I

'

The

'

.

L

The·
RESIDENCE HALL. CHOIR

I

Howard University
Community Choir
formally know11 as

Has Officially Changed it's Name to:

Thomas Pierre, Director

Will Have An -Open Call For
Talented Singers and Musicians

•

.

•

Please be Infarmed That Effective
October 9, 1992

•

Who Wish to Uplift the Name Of Jesus Christ
Through the Singing of Gospel Music
Date: Friday, October 9, 1992

I

All Correspondence to the Choir Should be
Addressed to:
I•

Howard University Community Choir
P.O. Box 135
Howard University
Administration Building
Washington, D.C.- 20059
Joe Isaac, President
'

'
'

the . ·
(Residence Hall Choir)

I

HOWA .....
RD UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY CHOIR

'

.

'

Place: Blackburn Center Auditorium
·
Time: 4; 15 PM Sharp
Tliomas Pierre
Director

•

Joe Issac
President

No Audition Necessary, but you must be
Dedicated.

'

For more information: (202) 986-0099

r

•

•

.

,•

•

'

.

'

'

•
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••

'
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Bison.drop conference opener to F

By~-- E. Hlw
Spe I to lhe Hiiltop

'

•

Wearing black knee pads
and a red bandanna tied gang
style around her head, it's evident that Howard University
bitter Michele Simmons is
strictly business as she walks
onto the basketball-turned-volleyball court
of Burr
Gymnasium with an intense
look in her eyes.
••1 was a walk-on my freshman year. so I bad lo play hard
in order to earn a scholarship,"
said Simmons. a senior human
development major from
Detloi~ Michigan.
She has started most of her

collegiate career at the hitter
position. As a junior last season, she finished third on the
squad in service aces (.$9), second in kills (266), and first in
digs (273) en route to being
named the teams most valuable
player in the process.
As team captain this year,

Simmons continues to be a
force fur the Lady Spikers, who
were 10-10 enre ring Tuesday's
game against Delaware State.
She leads the team in kills
(145). For the second straight
season, she was named to the

Metro
Challenge
allToumament team last month.
"Michele bas been playing
very well this season and should
receive strong consideration for
all-Mid-Eastern
Athletic
Conference honors,'' Head
Coach Linda Spencer said. ·
In spite of everything that
Simmons and the Lady Bison
have
achieved
(MEAC
Championships in 1989 and
1991), she is still driven toward

WIDIHA8r
"'I wanted to win the MEAC
title every year, but I missed the
championship game my sophomore year because of a stomach
virus," Simmons said.
Simmons feels that one o
the keys to the team's success
during her career has been the
teammates' camaraderie. ·:r
have two teammates, Tabby

Elliott and Lowana Ruth , who
push me constantly on and off
the court," she said. ''However,

although we support one anoth-

photo by Lawerence Johnson
.L

-

By Monica Lewis

Hilltop
Headline:
As the rai11 t'ell on
Bragg Memorial Stadium so did
the record of the Bison football
team . Howard 's 10-3 lo st to
Florida A & M !' University
(FAMU) dropped th'e .tea111 to a11
0-1 record in the Mid-Ea stern
-Athleti c Conference and 3-2
overall.
FAMU. aided by the fantastic
foolwork of running back Chuck
Duffey, who ru s hed for 137
ya rd s on 17 carries for the
Rattlers. and a stifling defense,
the Bison were held to only 105
yards rush i ng. The offense.
hampered by turnovers, was far
from their high scoring J:?e rfor man ces of the past two weeks .
Bi so n quarterback Jay Walker,
who suffere'd a brui sed hand in
the Alcorn State game. threw

The Ho'Yard University
track & field tea111 l1a s be e11
striving toward a successfu l season. The team co 11 s is ts ot' 47
men and women who are trul y
dedi cated to their sport. With a
majority of the team con sisting
of new· recruits, thi s year's team
is chock-full of promi se and talent.
The team is coached by
William P. Moultrie who made a
bit of hi story thi s s umn1er by

winners of six consecutive
matches, defeated BethuneCookman (15-0, 15-3 and 157), Florida A&M (18-16, 15-7.
IS-7), South Carolina State (15-

11, 15-7, 15-12) and North
Carolina A&T (15-13, 15-6, 1215, 15-11) at the MEAC

that gave FAMU a 3-0 lead.
Despite a scoreless first hal f,

the Bison were led by running
back Ryan Heathcock and
Rupert Grant, who ran the ball

exceptionally well. The duo was
the backbone of the Bison running game as th ey carried the
ball 14 times for 5 1 yards and 9
tirnes for 42 yards, respectively.
It was not until the third quarter
that the Bison were able to put a
sc oring drive together. Walker
co11'nected with George Hurnes

for a n 18 -ya rd gain and then
Walker found Dwayne Willi<tn1s
for 17 more whi ch lead to a 27·

yard field goa l by Cedric Ra,vl s.
tying the ga1ne at three.
Cor nerback Lajeremy
, With seven 1ni 11utes ren1a.in - Adar11son added six tackles for
ing in the third quarter. FAMU th e Bi so n. Linebacker Elton
quarterback Tracey Weldon Parish a11d nose tackle Aaron
learned up with hi s ru1111ing bt1ck Ki11chen each added five tackles
Duffey to put 1ogetl1c r a seve n to tl1e dorninance of the Bi son
play scori11g dri\'C that led to the defense. Lin ebac ker , David
only touchdown of 1J1e night. Carrington recorded t he -only
giving the Rattlers a se , en poi nt Bi so 11 sac k. Wat so n and
advantage and eventually the Dow ning have been extremely
victory.
dotni nant on defense throughout
Despite the final i,core. tl1e the seaso11. Their tacklin g has
'' Buffalo Soldier·· defen s~ bee r1 outstan ding,.. recording 33
stepped up in tl1i s ga1ne :111d so los. six assists and 30 solos, 14
played FAMU well. Safet y·, as:-.ists re s pectively. De s pit e
Ti1n Watson and Neal Oo,v11i11g s t ep ping 1n for an injured
we re their us ual. d o 111i11 111in g . Er11111itt S111ith. Adam son is play·
se lves at the co r11ers recording ing exceptionally well at the corseven and six ti:1ckles respective- ner positi on and has caught two
ly.
interceptions in three games.
··Neal c::1 11 he fou11d all over P<1ris l1 h;1s accumu lated numer1

Bashaan Prewitt

coaching in the Olympic Games
in Barcelona . Moultrie coac hed
the men 's 200 and 400 meters
and the 4 x 400 meter relay, and
struck gold in each event .
Moultrie coached the 4
x 400 relay to a world record
time of 2:55:74, breaking a 24year-old record. ''That was the
o ld est record that had been in
ex is ten ce in tr ack & field ,"
Moultrie said.
Wh at's even more
'
in1pressive about Moulctie 's
accomp li shments
at
the

Olympics is the fac t 1hat the previous record wa s coached by
Mo4-llrie 's former tra c k coach
Stan Wri ght of Texas Sou1l1ern
Univers ity.
M ou ltri e ha s brou ght
back so me of that Barcelon:1
touch a11d shared it with hi s O\\'n
a thl e tes. Saturday 's meet at
Delaware Staie \va s th e fir s !
meet fo r the wo111en a11d th e
men 's seco nd 1neet. The n1en .
who have plac~d second at both
George Ma son Universi ty ~ind
Delaware State meets. are \1ery

each of the eight conference
teams this season.
With 10 matches left in the

-rqular season, the Lady
S,!kcn are looting lo fine.rune
· areas of iu attack i
· for the defense o
111 MBA~ championship at
Morgan State on Nov.6-7. The
"""' bu two remaining home
matcbe& at Burr .Gymnasium
qainat the University o
Marylaad·Bastern Shore on
)4 (6 p.m.) and Delaware
on Oct.16 (6 p.Jn.). The
Spibn, one of the best

Soccer team has so-so week.
Game

#

look to be competitive in all
co mpetition s," said Moultrie ,
w hose main goal for the track
team is that all of its members

stay academically and physically
healthy.
''Howard participated in
a meet on Saturday in which the
men fi ni she d 2nd behind the
University of Maryland and the
women fini s hed 5th o ut of a
field of seven. The next meet
wi ll be held tomorrow at UDC ."

COMEDY CLUB

The Booter s hosted George Washington and
play ed to a 2 - 2 tie. Freshman defender
Amarii Roberts and Sophomore defender
Shann on Burgess scored for the Bison .
Game #2

•

•

I

\ .

op1ir11istic about their season.
··we have a Jot to capitalize 011 fro1n la st year's seaso 11 :· said Sean Be ll, a senior
111ajorin g in account i ng. The
track 1ean1 's men's division has
p laced i11 the top th ree for the
la s t t \vo yea r s at the C rossCou11try Championships. Since
the 1nen are contenders for this
year' s championship, t_he team 's
mai 11 focus is on the cross-country season.
'' I ha ve an ouis tanding
gro up of young people and we .

••souL OF COMEDY''

1

The Bison h os ted American University and
'
' were defea.ted 3- 1. Shannon Burgess scored
the Booters only goal. American scorers were
'and midfielders Diego
forward
Jose
Aservi
1
OD CaatpUI, are lRebagilati and Ne il Dav is . The Booters record
t ...... and could use 11 · . . 3 3 ·2
t.1s ·now
- - .
llle IUPPOlf of the students, fac.
·llld lllltlf.

ous tackles including four sacks
and two forced fumbles. Thi s
enti re package together has
all owed the fewest points in the
entire MEAC.
The Bison upcoming challenge wil l be against BethuneCookman College, who have not
won a gaine this season. The fact
that the Wildcats have gone winle ss thus far doe s not make
preparing for them easier.
''The fact that they have not
won a game is scary. We expect
them to be very hungry," Coach
Wilson said.
The B ison conce rn s lie in
quarterback Jermaine Hal l, who
ha s thrown for 620 yards and
fou r touChdowns. Two very consistent running backs are Kelvin
Daniels, who has rushed for 248
yards and one touchdown, and
Calvin Atkins, who has carried
48 times for 118 yards.

Joc/(f,y Shorts

RoundpRobin Tournament last

weekend in Greensboro, N.C.
With the exception of Delaware
who the Bisoo have yet to
flee. the team had defeated

the field, where ever the ball is,
Nea l is," Coach Wilson said of
Dow ning 's performance.

'

University."

potential. The Lady Spikers,

two interceptions.
M idway through the fir s t
quarter the Rattlers' Duffey
broke out for a 54-yard dash, but
was s topped fron1 be hind by
Bi so n safely Nea l Do w nin g. It
was at this point th at Howard's
'' Buffalo Soldier·· defense can1e
together with a successful goalline stand . Tim Camron ' s connected on a 2 1-ya rd field goal

New season for track team promises success
By Angelia Delaney and

With an overall record of I010 and a MEAC mark of 8-0
midway through the season,
Simmons feels that _the team is
just beginning to play up to its

-

Elton Parish (96) and Neal Downing (29) are just two of the many dominant members of Howard's "Buffalo Soldier" defense
.

er and get support from the
other Bison teams. we also need
support from the res t of the
''The fact that there are people on this campus who don't
know we exist is troubling.
They don't think that blacks can
compete competitively in volleyball. 1 realized we bad a long
way to go (in terms of getting
support) when we presented the
MEAC trophy to Dr. (Franklyn)
Jenifer last year and he really
didn't know we existed."

photo by Jefferey John Fearing
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Appearing October 8-10
Wanda Sykes out of NY City
an AKA Soror.
HU Students Vl:J lfJ/JliO©/Jl
Thursday October 15 with HU ID. Plus 2 other Acts

For Reservations •202-562.SOUL

•

.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
l'he 1992 Homecoming
Steering Committee

at 7:00 p.m.

in the School of Social Work
Auditorium
Presen ts ....
sponsored by the Engineering
''Kasino Knight''
Student Council
October 23. 1992
Co ntest - Cash AWARDS,
featuring
No SI.rings attached!,
*The Li\'est Kasi 110 Ga111es
Due Date: Thursday, October 15,
* Li ve Jazz, Blut"· Sou l and Hi p
1992. Deli ver paper 'to: Burr
Hop music
Gymnasium. Main Office c/o Ms.
*A Rockin You Rock:1s, Reggae,
Hudson*, Address paper to :
Soca a11d Hip Ho p Party
Wellness Co1nmittee, form : your
* Ultra funny Comedians
name. telephone number, address,
* A11 Am11zing l1umorous hypchose one topic (five pages typed)
nosos show
I.) The plight of African American
* The 111ovie ''Boomera11g''
Males and Females. How to sur!
* An continental buffel dinner
vive the social ills current i11
* A Jazzy Ja111 Session
today's society
* The Latest n1usic Videos
II .) Substance Abuse: How it
* Free Pri zes
impedes col lege students'
* AN ULTRA HOT MALE
progress toward well11ess and
REVUE All in 011e Night. AJl for
graduation.
you ,
Award presented November 17,
''KASINO KNIGHT''
1992. 2:00 p.1n. Blac kbum Center
OUR YOUNG BLACK MEN
Vuditoril1111.
ARE DYING AND NOBODY
*Late papers will not be accepted
SEEMS TO CARE
'!'he Sip 1s Back!!
Back by Popular De111and.
The Mi ssissippi Club is having a
Oct8- llth
meeti ng Thursday. Oc tober 15,
Du ke Elli11gton High School
1992 Roo111 116 Douglas Hall If
Auditoriun1 36th & Rese rvoir
there arc any Ql1estions contac t
Ave .. Georgetown
President : Robert Earl Ru ssu1n

19.50 floor 17.50 Balcony.
Limited 11u1nber of T ickets
Avai lable
The Ladies oi Alpha Chapler
Delta Sig111a Theta Sorority. Inc ..
ll~esents the 15th An11L1al \V:1lk-AThon Oct. 24. Pledge sheets are
available at Rooms 91 I Sutto11,

404 Cook, 3-163 Slowe. 436W &
3 l 5W Towers. 507 Park Square,
905 Eton.
Alpha Chapter

Zeta Phi jleta Sorority, Inc.,
·"

Movie nighl Oct . 9 l)rcw Hull

. 8:20 p.111.
Live Concert (Reggue Artist)
Oct. 16 The Pl111choul
7:20 - 10:00 p.m.
Donation $2.00

Self-defense Program
Oct. 14 The Foru1n

7:20 p.m.
Health and Meditation
Oct. 22 Blac kbum Auditorium

7:20 p.m.
!'he Con1n111n1ty Outreach
Program of HUSA present s~

COMMUNI'fY DAY '92
E1npowennent of the Mind
Saturday, Oct 10. 1992
3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.111.
Mai11 Yard of H.U.
Come out and celebrate our heritage after the ga1ne.
Atte11 1i on: Cl ub Ne\V Jersey
Meeting October 13th at 7:00
p.m. Rm . 136 Douglass Hall

SAVE MUMIA ABU - JAMAL I
Stop Rac ist ''Legal'' Lynchings!
Abolish the Death Pe11al1y! A
PDC Video sho\ving sponsored by
the H0\\ ard Spartacu.!. Youtl1 Club
Tuesday. October 13. 8:30 p.111.
Blackburn Cer1ter Roo111 150
1

MISS ETON TOWERS
PAGEANT WED. OCTOBER 14
al 7:30 p.111. in the Blackbum
Cen ter Auditoriu1n tickets $1.00

'·Anthony Browder''
Author 01·
'Fron1 the• Browder File'
will lecture
\Vedncsda)'
October 14th

o r Vice Preside11t Ven1on Archer

Jc. (202)

29 1 -~280

A I I EN I ION LOst Moto rola
Pager Reward: 2 tickets to all
Ho111ecoming Events if 1·our1d
please return to Ho1ncco111ing
office R111 1 J 6 or the' Office 01·
Student Activities Rm 117 in the
Blackburn Center
Howard University Chapter

N.A.A.C.P.
AIDS Awareness & Subst11nce

prcscnt,1i

Zeta Month

(202) 865-8099 H
(202) 259-3473 Pager

Abuse
Thursday, October I Sth

Jusl Hull Auditorium
7:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served ! !!

'l'he College of ArtS and
Sciences cordially Invites you to
attend an After·the·Game
Homecoming Buffet In the Rose
Room, RFK Memorial Stadium
on October 31, 1992 from 4:00
to 8:CO p.m. Donation: $25.00.
Tickets on sale at Cramton Box
office from l.!} a.m. - 6 p.m.
He lp the l';tomele ss Clothing
Dri ve Oct 9- 19th Look for
Boxes jn All dorn1s

HELP!
TH E YMCA NEEDS VOLUNTEER TUTORS AND BIG
BROTHERS/SISTERS TO BE
MENTORS FOR URBAN
YOUTH .
CALL KELLI (202) 462-1054
Chr1st 1a11 Fello\vsh1p Fridays 6:txl
p.111. Carnegie Building.-Coine
Prai se tltc Lord
Attention Golden Key
Members! Please 1nark your cal·
endar for the I st general body
meeting on Oct. 14th in Locke
Hall at 5 p.m. For more infonnation call Monifa@ 865-2 186.
Please supprt the Golden Key
National Honor Society and plan
to see the A IDS quilt display on
the Mall Ocl 9-11from9 a. in . to 5
p.n1. Fr . and Sat , and 1la.m.-6p.n1 .
Sunday For more info cal l Andrea
at 865-0360. Me1nbers will meet
at 2 p.m. Sun. in Blackburn's

lobby to see the quilt.
Muslim Friday PTayer
Every Friday in Blackbum Center

Wall -to-Wall Carpet. Share
Kitchen & Bath. All U~ilities

includes. $350.00 monthlr. Also
Single Room Private Horqe '
Fumi sl1ed or Unfurnished $275 .00
Across fro111 Ca1npus. Call (202)

1-2 p.m.
Muslim Stude nts of H.U.

P.O. Box 404 H.U.
Washington. O.C. 20059

(202 )

745-04 17

SERVICES

291-3790
!'he cOde: BLACK car wash is

BUSINESS CARD SPEGAL:
Adn1inistrators. Faculty , Students.
$23.00'per 1000. White stock. 6
lir1cs, raised letters. Other colors
• •
;111d logos available al extra
charge. The Guild. Inc., 2702

cancel led

HEDONISM
n1usic by D.J. John Doc

Fenn WKYS 93.9 FM
Selec1a Granny Fox

Quigley's 1825 I St. NW
Sunday Oct . 11 Door opens at
9:00 p.tn. $6.00 w/invite
Please Help Support the PERSH-

Georgia Ave. NW (202) 7450417

SI UDEN I'S . FACULTY,

FREE HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling J-800-932-0S28,
Ext 6S
S'I ODEN IS DOn't wait rabies.
MAKE SOME MONEY AND A
DIFFERENCE AT THE SAME
TIME
*Do you believe that health care is
a right, not a privilege?
Begin a career in political
activism. Join our nation wide
phone campaign on one of the key
issues of our time. Hours S: 15 -

9:30 M-F (20 hrs/wk min) •
WEEKENDS FREE- $8 hr and
benefits call between I - 5 pm MF (202) 828-0940
FOR SALE

ING RIFLES FRA'fERNITY

STAFF !! Top pri ces p<tid for
Textbook s \vith resale value. TAJ

and their sweethearts IN THEIR

Book Se rvice (202) 722-070 I

excellent condition)

CLOTH ING DRIVE for the
HOMELESS. YOU' LL BE SEEING US IN THE DORMS'
Conte a11d 'l'alk to inc. I reall y

Support A Student Enterprise.

SOFA BED $150.00
QUEEN SIZE BED $300.00 (mat-

'

want to talk to you un Lc1·s Talk
with your hostess Nikki 011 the

new WHBC 830 AM radio 6 -

l·REE NO l'ARY SERVICES
Stude11t Absc11tcc Ballots TAJ
Book Ser, icc (202) 722-070 I
J>rofcssio1111l VCR and Small
Appli~tnce Repair Free
Esiir11<1tecl AflOrd;:1b lc Rates
Gu11r<1r1tecd Services.. Call Joh!1
1

6:30 pm Wed. Call 806-6625 f(ir
at 1202 ) 882-5~5. or (202) 452More
~
F'OR REN'I'
5930
Gr<1dltate s ~
Newly - Renovated 2- Bcdroo111
Ql1:1!ity typing service. laser
basement Ap<111n1e11t s on Irvi ng &
pr1nt1ng
13th Sts., NW Includes: \V/\\' cart
f11r yciL1r research papers.
pet, L/roon1, Kitchen. Full Bath .
"ALL UTILITIES", and \\'/d.
LO\\' per JJ;1ge fee. Co11venient
Rooms $315.00 each. Call (202)
IJick-up <tnd clc livcry.
Berr1ie (202) 882-5845
986-7464
DOC 1VIAR'I ENS $69.99 Shoes
Share Newl y - Rcnovatccl ll1r
nistied Apt . One.fil11h. Dir1ing
& Boot'> To orde r Call 865-0592
Room, Kitchen. \v/w carpet. \v/d.
HEl.. P WAN I ED
AR I ISTS . PHOl'OGRAPHERS.
$34.1.44/ mo. utilities included. 2
\Ve are a pl1b lishing/distributing
Blocks fonn H.U. campus. Call
Tara (202) 462-7102
;
co1npa11y looking for drawings
2 bedroom apartments. newly ren- a11d photographs that fit our product line. Cull(301)369-ISIOto
ovated, carpet, new kitche11 s u11tl
o;chcdule u11 11ppointment. Serious
bathroom ceiling fan s, security
building, walking distnnce of ct1111·
inquiries only. METROPOLI·
pus. SS7S.00 plus pun utilitiel'o .
TAN DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Cull (202) S29-2320
Studcr11 Entrepreneur seeking one
r11;1lc t111d t)ne fc11111l e to conduct a
I bedroom apartmcr1t 11vai labl c
.. 11ort <Jrl ca111pus Ro1ni1nce survey
$390 149 W Street NW Cull Bill

at (202) 265-3624 or (202) 265 0273

2 bedroom apartment a\ a1lable
1

$75 each Call Felice S1nith (202)
686-4827
NA t IO NAL MARKEl'ING ;

-

$620 1225 Clifton Street
(Between 12th and 13th Streets)
•

Julius Wilder (202) 387-5279
Rooms, Efi s.. For Rer1t: Includes
Microwave. Di sh\vasher. Cent ra l
Air and And Heat \V/\v carpet.
Convenient to Metro R ai l /B u~ and
Walk to HU. Re nts start at $275.

Call (301) 336-3238
Basement eff1 c1ency near 1"lth <111d
Je fferson. Inc lude s privi11c b<lth.
kitchen ;:1nd private cntrn11ce!
Non-s1noking fe111<1lc.
$389/n1011th. Ci.111 (202) 723-2521
4 Roo111 s for Rcr11 ! Ne<tr Fl u\v<1r(I !
$200- $250 Avt1itable No\\!
C lea9 ! Le~1\' C Mess:.1gc ( >(J l) 99()-

9577

APAR I MEN I' l'O SH r\i{E:
Pri vate Roon1. Fur11i shed. Fa11 .

FIR M IS SEEKING AMBITIOUS
INDIVIDLlALS TO WORK IN
THE 1->IARKETING, MANAGEMENT. AND PUBLIC RELATIONS AREA OF OUR BUSINESS:

SSSS$SS$SS$$$$$S$$$$$$$
S 150 - $350 (cor111n) Per wk
PART-T IM E$
S5l}{)- $750 (co n1m ) Per wk

rULL-TIME $
FOR

~1ClRE I N FOR~tATION

CONTACT:
AR:-101.D ~I. JOLIVET 11
t410J ~32-6169- BALT.
1202) 965-9132 - D.C.

(;REEKS & cl.UBS RAISE A
COOL $1.11011.00 IN JUST ONE
\VEEK 1 PLUS $1000 FOR THE
ME~I BER \VHO CAL LS ! And a

BOOK SHELF $40.00 (6 shelves,

tresses and frame, year old)

BENTWOOD ROCKING CHAIR
$J 5.00 (GOOD CONDITION)
PINE\:VOOD DESK $100.00 (29

•
•

In fact. mimyldo. While immcr..ed in different cultures, they ' re
making an important difference in the lives of so many. lbey ' re
people just like you--people who have skills and energi~ to share.
Perhaps you. too. would enj{lY the chance to help people to help
: themselves. and at the same time discover new, wondert'ul thing."
about yourself.
Peace Corps is in more countries today than ever before. and
needs people from a wilie variety of' discipli ne~ducation ,
~I. th, t~e cnviron~nt. agriculrure. co!11munily development.
ehg1n~nn8 , the sciences. and more. With your degree, or wod
cll.penence. Peace Corps may be able to use your skills as nu other
job prospect would-putting you to work where it mane~. aod
giving y()U new skills fh<\t will enhance future career or educafiooal
(JPportunilics. And an experience that will la.o;t a lifclime.
And while you may think
volunteering is out of the question,
Pc;K:e Corps' financi~l benefit., are
substantial and far-reaching-they
make volunteering possible now, and
give you a unique advantage fur the
ruturc . ·Find out more about today 's
Peace Corps.

Happy (Belated)

~our C·B lover
2 at B:aiy P.iica

Thompson LYLAS,
DaphneL.
Drew

I hope you enjoyed your birthday.
I love you

Kei
Jeffrey 'I'. king

HAPPY BIRTHDAY !! (Oct. 8) I
LOVE YOU!
KERRI-NOELLE
To lhe Should Be Ms SCh of E'iig
Amy: At least you had an
evening gown and, of cOurse,
TALEJff!!!
The Fashion Police
Rugs reatly beComc you, SCooter!
Otmples, Stncily Busmess,
Peaches Guns up!! Taboo
tonight From: The Pink. Room
Kevin Darling
I hope you're here.
•
Love,

Me

Weed Bwai

1/2'' Wx63''L, good condition)

Nutty

W/SWIVEUADJUSTABLE
bFFICE CHAIR $150.00
EUREKA UPRIGHT VACUUM
$50.00
KENMORE (DynoMite)
PORTABLE HAND VACUUM
$30.00 (2 speed, 8 pieces)
WOODEN 4 CHAIR DINEl"l'E
SET $40.00 (good condition)
4 SHELF BAKER'S RACK

Wub you bery much thank you

$50.00 (excellent condition, sturdy e nough for small microwave,
or tv up to 21 '' wide,

38"Wxl4' Dx72"H)
GEMINI TURNTABLE $60.00
(good condition) ·
MEDIUM SIZED LAMP ($1S.OO)
FLOOR LAMP $S .OO
MAGAZINE RACK SlS.00
(ramie wood, neutral color<d)
'BULLETIN BOARD $~.00
IF INTERESTED CONTACT
BOBBIE AT (202) 483·01SO
PRICES NEGOTIABLE

PERSONALS
Evil V1lla1ness
I want more days
Thursday Man
Congratulations NANA on
becoming Miss Engineering '92 .
You' 11 talce the Miss Howard
Pageant by Stonn !
Abeeku
Dern ck
AI am very much in like with you
please give me the time of day.
Please!
-you should know
J.D.i.C. Elmo & the Putteatat
'I'o MY PSYCHO: Have you
enjoyed our two months together?
I sure have!
Luv , Kay-Kay
'I'O the Creeper You are the
friend that has always been there
that I' ve never known . I love you,
even if you are overweight.

Buck! Buck!
Alypiglet
I'm still waiting for an answer.

(youknowwho)

s.1'.. F.G.• K.M., s.s Peasy &Xly

i

hair packed car, Tortilla Tip,
Colene! Abrams, ''Friends, How
Many of Us Have Them," No Def
Jam, bul we won'I tell anybody.
Until next time .....

L.B.

COME BOOGIE EVERY l'kl·
DAY AT THE BASEMENT 9th
& T St. N.W. 3 Blocks From the
Towen. Finl 50 Ltidlet Free
Doon Open at 11 :00 p.m. HIP·
HOP &t: ROCKAS
1

l'ic:kiti on Sile Now al CramptOri

Audltorlum For the Official
Howard Univenily SteP"Show at
the D.C. Annory Tickets $12.50 •
Non··students $15 Early Bird
Special $10.SO '

I

Henry,

Peppermint is cool. Monsters are
in the closet. Don't slee-p.

Tuna Catfood

OFF-CAMP
Sloppy needs to get arrested by

the HFP. What's up w/BIG l's
Later.

Low Batte_ry

It's 3 and the! beaunf'UI teacher has
begun class.
I love JAZZ music .
PINISSO

p.s.

. parisb urning
. ?.
1s

Tambi,
Dancing Saturday was fun, our
conversation Sunday was mqre

fun. (smile)
·
MICHELLE ROSS,
SOMEDAY HE'LL COME.
WILL YOU LET HIM LOVE U

.'

IT'S A WING THING
WE KNOW YOU'LL UNDERSTAND!
1210 U STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, DC

FOR FAST, FREE DELIVERY CALL

'

$ 6 MINIMUM

(202) 291-3985
(202)291-3988

•

FOR 30 YEARS, OUR PEOPLE
HAVE ENDURED LONG HOURS AND
TOUGH WORKING CONDITIONS
FOR VIRTUALLY NO PAY.
AND 9OUT OF 10Jl'OUlD DO IT AGAIN.

Love,

•

-·

MON.-SAT.-10A.M.-12A.M.
SUN.-11A.M.-8P.M.

-,

LUNCH SPECIAL

'

ANY KIND OF SNACK A TTACK·$5.00
A SODA AND FRENCH FRIES

BUFFALO STYLE cmCKEN WINGS
SNACK ATIACK
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X -u.RGE

10 PIECES
15 PIECES
30 PIECES
45 PIECES
60 PIECES

•

$3.25
$4.75
$9.00
$14.00
$I8.00

FLAVORS
BUFFALO
M ILD
MEDIUM

HOT
K.o:s

CAJUN
SPICEY
HONEY 8 -B·Q
HICKORY SMOKE
HICKORY SMOKE-QUE

1ERIYAKE
'TERI-QUE
HONEY MUSTARD
IEMON &. PEPPER
PARMESIAN&. GARUC

SIDE ORDERS

I '

FRENCH FRIES
ONION RINGS
MOZZARELU\ STICKS
SODA

$ 1.25
$1.75
$2.75
$ .75

PARTY PLATTERS

A1TEND OUll MON"IHLY OO'ORMATJON SE.SSJON HELD AT 1990 K ST NW
71lffl.OORCONFER.ENCEROOMOCTOBER.16BEGINNINGAT S:00pm.' CAIL

50LB
75LB _,

THE WASHINGTON AREAllEawrnNODmCE AT 703·2lS-9191 X.JOOFOR
MORE INFO~O~ ON nm TOUGHEST JOB YOUU. EVER. LOVE!

tOO LB

$1.75 PER POUND
$1.60 PER POUND
$1.00 PER POUND

W~NG ~i

AlSO HAS-SANWICHIES

'

